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Humboldt State 3, Central Washington 2 (Mar. 3, 2000 at Richland) 
 
Humboldt State inning 1: Morgan flied out to cf.  Tursky flied out to rf.  Marroquin grounded out to  3b.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1: Trodahl flied out to lf.  Friese singled to pitcher.  Powell grounded out to  p, SAC; 
Friese advanced to second.  Knight grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 2: Pleasant walked.  Pleasant advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Maher  singled to 
left field.  B. Cope struck out swinging.  Maher advanced to  second on a wild pitch; Pleasant advanced to 
third on a wild pitch.  Corrie  singled to pitcher, RBI; Maher advanced to third; Pleasant scored.  B. Cope  
popped up to 1b.  Corrie stole second.  Corrie advanced to third on a wild  pitch; Maher scored on a wild 
pitch.  Sosinski flied out to cf.  2 runs, 2  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2:  Schumacher flied out to cf.  Lloyd grounded out to p.  Clink grounded out to  p.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 3:  Morgan popped up to 3b.  Tursky grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Marroquin  
singled to left field.  Pleasant grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3:  Bridges flied out to lf.  Bahr singled to right field.  Trodahl singled to  right field; 
Bahr advanced to second.  Trodahl advanced to second on a wild  pitch; Bahr advanced to third on a wild 
pitch.  Trodahl advanced to third on  a wild pitch; Bahr scored on a wild pitch.  Trodahl scored on an error 
by c,  unearned.  Friese grounded out to 3b.  Powell grounded out to ss.  2 runs, 2  hits, 1 error, 0 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 4:  Maher singled to right field.  B. Cope reached on an error by c; Maher  advanced 
to third.  Corrie popped up to ss.  B. Cope popped up to p.   Sosinski grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 
error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4:  Knight singled to left field.  Schumacher grounded out to 3b, SAC; Knight  
advanced to second.  Lloyd grounded out to ss.  Clink grounded out to 2b.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 5  Morgan popped up to 2b.  Tursky flied out to cf.  Marroquin singled to  center 
field.  Pleasant singled to left field; Marroquin advanced to second.   Maher grounded out to p.  0 runs, 2 
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Bridges struck out swinging.  Bahr popped up to ss.  Trodahl popped up to  ss.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 6  B. Cope singled to left field.  B. Cope advanced to second on a wild pitch.   
Corrie struck out swinging.  Schulte pinch hit for B. Cope.  Schulte popped  up to c.  Delsman pinch hit for 
Sosinski.  Delsman flied out to cf.  0 runs,  1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  B. Cope to 3b for Schulte.  Sosinski to 2b for Delsman.  Friese grounded out  to ss.  
Powell popped up to ss.  Knight grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits,  0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 7  Morgan grounded out to 3b.  Tursky singled to right field.  Marroquin lined  out 
to ss into DP; Tursky out at first ss to 1b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Schumacher struck out swinging.  Lloyd popped up to 2b.  Clink popped up to  p.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 8  Marroquin placed on second.  Pleasant grounded out to 3b, SAC; Marroquin  
advanced to third.  Maher flied out to rf.  B. Cope singled to left field,  RBI; Marroquin scored.  Corrie 
popped up to ss.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 8  Clink placed on second.  Fulton pinch ran for Clink.  Bridges reached on a  fielder's 
choice, SAC; Fulton advanced to third.  Shepard pinch ran for  Bridges.  Bahr struck out swinging.  Trodahl 
reached on a fielder's choice,  SAC; Shepard advanced to second.  Friese lined out to lf  into DP; Shepard 
out at  second lf to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 4, Western Washington 1 (Mar. 3, 2000 at Richland) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl struck out looking.  Friese grounded out to p.  Powell flied out to  lf.  0 runs, 
0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 1  Varney reached on an error by 1b.  Joseph struck out swinging.  Varney 
stole  second.  Varney stole third.  Varney scored on an error by c, unearned.   Greenen singled to third 
base.  Plancich reached on a fielder's choice;  Greenen advanced to second.  Herd lined out to ss; Greenen 
out at second ss  to 2b.  1 run, 1 hit, 2 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Knight popped up to p.  Schumacher popped up to ss.  Lantau struck out  looking.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 2  Hoeschen popped up to ss.  Posey flied out to cf.  Taylor grounded out to p.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Tannahill grounded out to 3b.  Zahrowski singled to left field.  Bahr out at  first 3b 
to 2b, SAC; Zahrowski advanced to second.  Trodahl walked.  Friese  struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 3  Williams singled to left field.  Varney popped up to 1b.  Joseph popped up  
to ss.  Williams out at second c to ss, caught stealing.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Powell struck out swinging.  Knight singled to right field.  Schumacher  singled to 
center field; Knight advanced to second.  Lantau singled to left  field, RBI; Schumacher advanced to third; 
Knight scored.  Lantau advanced to  second on an error by c.  Tannahill struck out swinging.  Zahrowski 
grounded  out to ss.  1 run, 3 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 4  Greenen flied out to cf.  Plancich singled to left field.  Peterson pinch  ran 
for Plancich.  Herd singled to right field; Peterson advanced to second.  Adamo pinch ran for Herd.  
Hoeschen lined out to 1b; Adamo out at first 1b  unassisted.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Plancich to 1b for Peterson.  Herd to 3b for Adamo.  Bahr doubled to right  field.  
Trodahl reached on an error by 3b; Bahr scored, unearned.  Friese  out at first p to 2b, SAC; Trodahl 
advanced to second.  Powell walked.   Knight popped up to 2b.  Schumacher popped up to 3b.  1 run, 1 hit, 
1 error,  2 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 5  Posey singled to left field.  Taylor popped up to 1b.  Williams struck out  
looking; Posey out at second c to ss, caught stealing.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Lantau popped up to 2b.  Tannahill homered to center field, RBI.  Kickenapp  to p 
for Truitt.  Zahrowski reached on an error by ss.  Zahrowski out at  first c to 1b, picked off.  Bahr walked.  
Trodahl grounded out to 3b.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 6  Varney grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Joseph grounded out to 2b.  Greenen  
doubled to left field.  Plancich flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors,  1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Friese grounded out to p.  Powell popped up to 2b.  Knight walked.   Schumacher 
singled; Knight advanced to third.  Lantau reached on a fielder's  choice, SAC, RBI; Schumacher advanced 
to third; Knight scored.  Tannahill  flied out to cf.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 7  Herd grounded out to 3b.  Hoeschen grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Posey  
singled to right field.  Taylor popped up to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
Seattle 6, Central Washington 2 (Mar. 4, 2000 at Richland) 
 
Seattle inning 1  Gaeth grounded out to p.  Junkin grounded out to 3b.  Sprute walked.  Sprute  advanced to 
second on a wild pitch.  Bredice grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to 3b.  Friese singled to left field.  Powell grounded into 
double play 3b to 2b to 1b; Friese out on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Seattle inning 2  Sullivan hit by pitch.  Weiskopf grounded out to p, SAC; Sullivan advanced  to second.  
Menard struck out looking.  Walters grounded out to 3b.  0 runs,  0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Knight singled to center field.  Peterson out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Knight  advanced 
to second.  Lloyd grounded out to 3b; Knight advanced to third.   Cleary flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Seattle inning 3  McDonald grounded out to 3b.  Gaeth struck out swinging.  Junkin grounded  out to 2b.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Zahrowski singled to left field.  Kelly grounded out to 3b, SAC; Zahrowski  
advanced to second.  Trodahl singled to right center, RBI; Zahrowski scored.  Trodahl stole second.  Friese 
grounded out to 3b, SAC; Trodahl advanced to  third.  Powell singled to center field, RBI; Trodahl scored.  
Knight struck  out looking.  2 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Seattle inning 4  Sprute singled to right field.  Bredice flied out to rf; Sprute advanced to  second.  Sullivan 
popped up to 2b.  Weiskopf grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Peterson doubled to left field.  Fulton pinch ran for Peterson.  Lloyd  grounded out 
to 3b, SAC; Fulton advanced to third.  Cleary grounded out to  3b.  Zahrowski flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 
0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Seattle inning 5  Peterson to rf for Fulton.  Menard hit by pitch.  Miller pinch ran for  Menard.  Walters out 
at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Miller advanced to second.   McDonald grounded out to p.  Miller advanced to third 
on a passed ball.   Gaeth walked.  Junkin grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Kelly singled to left field.  Trodahl out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Kelly  advanced to 
second.  Friese flied out to cf.  Powell flied out to cf.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Seattle inning 6  Sprute walked.  Bredice doubled to right field; Sprute scored on an error by  2b, unearned.  
Sullivan grounded out to 2b.  Weiskopf reached on a fielder's  choice to third base; Bredice out at third 3b 
unassisted.  Miller singled to  left field; Weiskopf advanced to second.  Fullerton pinch ran for Weiskopf.   
Tominaga pinch ran for Miller.  Tominaga advanced to second on a wild pitch;  Fullerton advanced to 
third.  Tominaga advanced to third on a wild pitch;  Fullerton scored.  Walters walked.  McDonald singled 
to center field, RBI;  Walters advanced to second; Tominaga scored.  Gaeth singled to third base; 
McDonald advanced to second; Walters advanced to third.  Junkin walked, RBI;  Gaeth advanced to 
second; McDonald advanced to third; Walters scored.   Sprute struck out swinging.  4 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 3 
LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Weiskopf to 3b for Fullerton.  Tominaga to dh.  Knight grounded out to p.   Peterson 
grounded out to ss.  Schumacher to rf for Peterson.  Lloyd grounded  out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 
LOB. 
 
Seattle inning 7  Bredice singled to left field.  Bredice out at second c to ss, caught  stealing.  Sullivan 
walked.  Weiskopf singled to left field; Sullivan  advanced to second.  Bridges to p for Vanwert.  Tominaga 
reached on a fielder's choice to third base; Weiskopf advanced to second; Sullivan out at  third 3b 
unassisted.  Walters singled, advanced to second on the throw, RBI;  Tominaga scored on an error by c, 
unearned; Weiskopf scored.  McDonald  popped up to p.  2 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Cleary struck out looking.  Zahrowski grounded out to ss.  Kelly struck out  looking.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
Central Washington 2, Western Oregon 1 (Mar. 5, 2000 at Richland) 
 
Western Oregon inning 1 Hawkins grounded out to 2b.  Healy singled to left center.  Demos popped up  to 
ss.  Everhart grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl singled to center field.  Bahr out at first p to 2b, SAC; Trodahl  advanced to 
second.  Powell struck out swinging, reached first on a wild  pitch; Trodahl advanced to third.  Trodahl 
scored on a wild pitch.  Knight  popped up to c.  Schumacher struck out looking.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  
LOB. 
 
Western Oregon inning 2  JACQUE CUMMI popped up to 1b.  Yates grounded out to 2b.  Rinaker popped 
up  to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Tannahill grounded out to 3b.  Clink struck out swinging.  Brown doubled to  right 
field.  Bridges singled to center field; Brown advanced to third.   Trodahl popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Western Oregon inning 3  Wells singled to left center.  Goll reached on a fielder's choice, out at  second c 
to ss; Wells advanced to second, out at third c unassisted.   Hawkins doubled to left center.  Healy grounded 
out to 3b.  0 runs, 2 hits,  0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Bahr popped up to ss.  Powell singled to left field.  Knight popped up to  3b.  
Schumacher walked; Powell advanced to second.  Tannahill reached on a  fielder's choice to third base; 
Schumacher advanced to second; Powell out at  third 3b unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Western Oregon inning 4  Demos popped up to ss.  Everhart singled to left center.  JACQUE CUMMI flied  
out to lf.  Everhart advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Yates grounded out  to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Clink lined out to ss.  Brown singled to third base.  Fulton pinch ran for  Brown.  
Bridges singled to right field; Fulton advanced to third.  Trodahl  singled to third base, out at second 3b to 
ss to 2b, RBI; Bridges advanced  to second, out at second 3b to ss; Fulton scored.  1 run, 3 hits, 0 errors,  0 
LOB. 
 
Western Oregon inning 5  Brown to 1b for Fulton.  Rinaker flied out to cf.  Wells grounded out to p.   Goll 
singled to center field.  Hawkins out at first p to ss to 1b.  0 runs,  1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  McCormick to 2b for Demos.  Core to rf for Everhart.  Bahr grounded out to  p.  
Powell walked.  Knight grounded out to p, SAC; Powell advanced to  second.  Schumacher singled to left 
center; Powell advanced to third.   Schumacher stole second.  Tannahill struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  
errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Western Oregon inning 6  Healy grounded out to ss.  McCormick grounded out to 3b.  Everhart to p for 
Core.  Yates to rf.  Core for DuPree.  Everhart singled to right field.   JACQUE CUMMI singled to 
shortstop; Everhart advanced to second.  JACQUE  CUMMI advanced to second on a wild pitch; Everhart 
advanced to third.  Yates  singled to right center, advanced to second on the throw, RBI; JACQUE CUMMI  
advanced to third, out at home rf to 1b to c; Everhart scored.  1 run, 3  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Clink struck out looking.  Brown struck out swinging.  Bridges flied out to  cf.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Western Oregon inning 7  Rinaker popped up to 2b.  Wells flied out to rf.  Goll grounded out to ss.   0 runs, 
0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
Central Washington 5, St. Martin's 4 (Mar. 5, 2000 at Richland) 
 
St. Martin's inning 1  Magnusson grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Thomas grounded out to p.  Rhoades  
grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl flied out to cf.  Friese singled to third base.  Powell homered to  left center, 
2 RBI; Friese scored.  Knight grounded out to 3b.  Schumacher  flied out to cf.  2 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 0 
LOB. 
 
St. Martin's inning 2  Roth flied out to cf.  Tucker singled to left center.  VOLK hit into double  play p to ss 
to 1b; Tucker out on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lantau grounded out to 3b.  Tannahill singled to right field.  Zahrowski  struck out 
looking.  Bahr reached on a fielder's choice to second base;  Tannahill out at second 2b to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 
0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
St. Martin's inning 3  Fox grounded out to ss.  Olinger grounded out to ss.  Fuchs lined out to ss.   0 runs, 0 
hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Trodahl singled to pitcher.  Friese singled to third base; Trodahl advanced  to 
second, out at third 3b to 2b to 3b.  Powell singled to shortstop; Friese  advanced to second.  Powell 
advanced to second on an error by c; Friese  advanced to third.  Knight singled to center field, RBI; Powell 
advanced to  third; Friese scored.  Knight stole second.  Schumacher flied out to cf,  SAC, RBI; Knight 
advanced to third; Powell scored.  Lantau grounded out to  3b.  2 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
St. Martin's inning 4  Magnusson singled to center field.  Thomas reached on a fielder's choice to  third 
base; Magnusson out at second 3b to ss.  Rhoades reached on a  fielder's choice to shortstop; Thomas out at 
second ss to 2b.  Roth reached  on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Rhoades out at second ss to 2b.  0 runs,  1 
hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Tannahill flied out to cf.  Zahrowski walked.  Bahr grounded out to 3b, SAC;  
Zahrowski advanced to second.  Trodahl popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB. 
 
St. Martin's inning 5  Tucker grounded out to p.  VOLK popped up to 2b.  Fox struck out swinging.   0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Friese singled to third base.  Powell popped up to ss.  Friese stole second.  Thielen 
to 1b for Magnusson.  Thomas to ss.  Fox to 2b.  Kasemeier out-of-game.  Knight  tripled to right field, 
RBI; Friese scored.  Schumacher walked, out at  second p to ss.  Lantau grounded out to ss.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 1 LOB. 
 
St. Martin's inning 6  Olinger struck out swinging.  Fuchs grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Thielen  popped 
up to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Shepard pinch hit for Tannahill.  Shepard grounded out to 2b.  Zahrowski  doubled 
to right center.  Kelly pinch hit for Bahr.  Kelly struck out  looking.  Fulton pinch hit for Trodahl.  Fulton 
grounded out to p.  0 runs,  1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
St. Martin's inning 7  Trodahl to lf for Fulton.  Tannahill to 3b for Shepard.  Bahr to 2b for  Kelly.  Thomas 
reached on an error by ss.  Rhoades doubled to left field;  Thomas advanced to third.  Roth singled to right 
field, 2 RBI; Rhoades  scored; Thomas scored, unearned.  Anderson pinch ran for Roth.  Anderson  
advanced to second on a passed ball.  Tucker doubled to right center, RBI;  Anderson scored.  VOLK 
singled to left field; Tucker advanced to third.  Fox  struck out swinging.  Olinger singled to left field, RBI; 
VOLK advanced to  second; Tucker scored.  Fuchs reached on a fielder's choice to pitcher;  Olinger 
advanced to second; VOLK out at third p to 3b.  Thielen lined out to  cf.  4 runs, 5 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
Humboldt State 7, Central Washington 0 (Mar. 17, 2000 at Yakima) 
 
Humboldt State inning 1  Corriea popped up to 2b.  Morgan grounded out to 2b.  Pleasant singled to  left 
field.  Maher flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 1  Trodahl struck out swinging.  Friese grounded out to ss.  Powell struck out  
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 2  Tursky tripled to left field.  B. Cope flied out to rf.  Delsman walked.   Delsman 
stole second.  Sall pinch hit for High.  Sall grounded out to ss.   Sosinski flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 2  High to 2b for Sall.  Knight struck out looking.  Schumacher grounded out to  
2b.  Tannahill singled to left field.  Lloyd popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 3  Corriea popped up to ss.  Morgan singled to center field.  Pleasant singled  to left 
field; Morgan advanced to second.  Morgan advanced to third on an  error by c, scored, unearned.  Pleasant 
advanced to third.  Maher reached on  an error by rf; Pleasant scored, unearned.  Tursky doubled to left 
field,  RBI; Maher scored, unearned.  B. Cope reached on an error by ss; Tursky  advanced to third.  B. 
Cope advanced to second on a fielder's choice; Tursky  out at home c to 2b to c, caught stealing.  Delsman 
popped up to 2b.  3  runs, 3 hits, 3 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 3  Schlueter to rf for Delsman.  Lantau grounded out to 3b.  Bahr struck out  
looking.  Trodahl singled to center field.  Friese singled to right field;  Trodahl advanced to second.  Powell 
grounded out to 1b unassisted.  0 runs,  2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 4  High out at first p to 2b.  Sosinski grounded out to ss.  Corriea grounded  out to 
3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 4  Knight out at first 1b to 2b.  Schumacher grounded out to ss.  Tannahill  
grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 5  Morgan grounded out to 3b.  Pleasant homered to left field, RBI.  Maher  singled 
to left field.  Tursky flied out to cf.  B. Cope grounded out to p.   1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 5  Lloyd popped up to ss.  Lantau popped up to ss.  Bahr walked.  Trodahl  
struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 6  Schlueter struck out swinging.  High flied out to cf.  Sosinski grounded out  to p.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 6  Friese singled to center field.  Powell struck out looking.  Knight struck  out 
swinging.  Schumacher reached on a fielder's choice; Friese out at  second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
Humboldt State inning 7  Corriea popped up to ss.  Morgan singled to third base.  Pleasant reached on  an 
error by 3b; Morgan advanced to third.  Pleasant stole second.  Morgan  scored on an error by 3b, unearned.  
Maher singled to right field; Pleasant  advanced to third.  Maher stole second; Pleasant stole home, 
unearned.   Tursky singled to right field, RBI; Maher scored.  B. Cope reached on a  fielder's choice; 
Tursky out at second 3b to 2b.  Schlueter flied out to lf.   3 runs, 3 hits, 2 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 7 Tannahill grounded out to 2b.  Lloyd singled to center field.  Lantau  reached 
on a fielder's choice; Lloyd out at second ss to 2b.  Fulton pinch  ran for Lantau.  Bahr singled to third base; 
Fulton advanced to second.   Trodahl struck out looking.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Humboldt State 7, Central Washington 1 (Mar. 17, 2000 at Yakima) 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 1  Morgan walked.  Morgan stole second.  Tursky singled to center 
field; Morgan  advanced to third.  Tursky stole second.  Pleasant flied out to cf, SAC,  RBI; Morgan scored.  
Maher singled to left field; Tursky advanced to third.   Sall pinch ran for Maher.  Sall stole second; Tursky 
stole home.  B. Cope  struck out looking.  Delsman doubled to left center, RBI; Sall scored.   Corriea struck 
out swinging.  3 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Maher to c for Sall.  Trodahl singled to right field.  Trodahl advanced to second on 
an error by c.  Friese flied out to cf.  Powell flied out to lf.   Peterson struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 
error, 1 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 2  High struck out looking.  Sosinski grounded out to 3b.  Morgan 
singled to  right field.  Tursky flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Schumacher struck out swinging.  Bridges popped up to 3b.  Clink grounded out to 
ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 3  Pleasant grounded out to 2b.  Maher struck out swinging.  B. Cope 
grounded  out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Zahrowski grounded out to ss.  Kelly struck out swinging.  Trodahl struck  out 
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 4  Delsman grounded out to ss.  Corriea singled to center field.  
Hardee pinch  hit for High.  Hardee doubled to right field; Corriea advanced to third.   Sosinski lined into 
double play ss to 3b; Corriea out on the play.  0 runs,  2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Friese grounded out to 2b.  Powell flied out to lf.  Peterson grounded out  to p.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 5  Morgan grounded out to ss.  Tursky popped up to ss.  Pleasant flied 
out to  cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Schumacher flied out to lf.  Bridges doubled to left center.  Clink reached  on a 
fielder's choice to pitcher; Bridges out at second p to ss.  Zahrowski  singled to left field; Clink advanced to 
second.  Kelly struck out swinging.   0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 6  Maher singled to left field.  B. Cope singled to right field; Maher 
advanced  to second.  Delsman reached on an error by 2b, SAC; B. Cope advanced to  third; Maher scored, 
unearned.  Delsman stole second.  Corriea grounded out  to p.  High to 2b for Hardee.  High reached on a 
fielder's choice to first  base, RBI; Delsman advanced to third; B. Cope scored.  High stole second;  
Delsman scored on an error by c, unearned.  Sosinski reached on an error by  3b; High scored, unearned.  
Morgan singled to right field; Sosinski advanced  to third.  Morgan stole second.  Tursky popped up to c.  
Pleasant flied out  to rf.  4 runs, 3 hits, 3 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Trodahl singled to left field.  Friese grounded out to 3b; Trodahl advanced  to 
second.  Powell singled to right center; Trodahl advanced to third.   Peterson reached on a fielder's choice 
to shortstop, RBI; Powell out at  second ss to 2b; Trodahl scored.  Schumacher struck out looking.  1 run, 2  
hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 7  Maher reached on an error by 3b.  B. Cope popped up to ss.  
Delsman reached  on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Maher out at second ss to 2b.  Corriea  grounded out to 
ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Nelson to p for Limon.  Bridges flied out to rf.  Clink grounded out to 3b.   
Zahrowski singled.  Kelly grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
Sonoma State 3, Central Washington 0 (Mar. 20, 2000 at Sonoma) 
 
 
Central Washington inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to 3b.  Friese grounded out to p.  Powell flied out to  
cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 1  McDavid singled to third base.  Buttell grounded out to 1b unassisted, SAC;  
McDavid advanced to second.  Petersen singled to right field, RBI; McDavid  scored.  Kalcic grounded out 
to 3b; Petersen advanced to second.  Petersen  advanced to third on the throw.  Ross popped up to ss.  1 run, 
2 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 2  Schumacher flied out to lf.  Bridges grounded out to 3b.  Lloyd popped up to  
2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 2  Stroh reached on an error by 3b.  Amoroso out at first c to 2b, SAC; Stroh  
advanced to second.  Christensen grounded out to 1b unassisted, SAC; Stroh  advanced to third.  Hose 
singled to left field, RBI; Stroh scored, unearned.   McDavid grounded out to p.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 
LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 3  Knight grounded out to 2b.  Zahrowski grounded out to 3b.  Bahr struck out  
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 3  Buttell grounded out to 3b.  Petersen walked.  Kalcic reached on a fielder's  choice; 
Petersen out at second ss to 2b.  Ross grounded out to 3b.  0 runs,  0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 4  Trodahl flied out to rf.  Friese grounded out to p.  Powell singled to right  
field.  Schumacher singled; Powell advanced to second.  Powell advanced to  third on an error by lf.  
Schumacher advanced to second.  Bridges popped up  to ss.  0 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 4  Stroh grounded out to 3b.  Amoroso flied out to cf.  Christensen grounded  out to p.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 5  Lloyd struck out swinging.  Knight flied out to cf.  Zahrowski popped up to  
2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 5  Hose singled to center field.  McDavid struck out swinging.  Buttell  grounded out 
to 3b; Hose advanced to second.  Petersen grounded out to 1b  unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 6  Bahr singled to center field.  Trodahl out at first 3b to 2b, SAC; Bahr  
advanced to second.  Friese hit into double play p to 1b to 3b; Bahr out on  the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
0 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 6  Kalcic grounded out to p.  Ross grounded out to 3b.  Dropped foul ball, E3.   Stroh 
singled to center field.  Stroh stole second.  Amoroso singled to left  center, RBI; Stroh scored, unearned.  
Christensen popped up to ss.  1 run, 2  hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 7  Powell flied out to lf.  Schumacher flied out to cf.  Bridges singled to  
shortstop.  Clink pinch ran for Bridges.  Clink advanced to second on a wild  pitch.  Lloyd grounded out to 
2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
Sonoma State 8, Central Washingotn 3 (Mar. 20, 2000 at Sonoma) 
 
 
Central Washington inning 1  Trodahl singled to center field.  Bahr struck out looking.  Trodahl out at  
second c to ss, caught stealing.  Powell flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 1  McDavid reached on an error by 3b.  McDavid stole second.  Buttell walked.   
Petersen out at first p to 2b, SAC; Buttell advanced to second; McDavid  advanced to third.  Kalcic reached 
on a fielder's choice to third base, SAC,  RBI; Buttell advanced to third; McDavid scored, unearned.  Ross 
reached on a  fielder's choice to pitcher, SAC, RBI; Kalcic advanced to second; Buttell  scored.  Stroh 
singled to left field; Ross advanced to second; Kalcic  advanced to third.  Amoroso doubled to right center, 
2 RBI; Stroh advanced  to third; Ross scored; Kalcic scored.  Amoroso stole third; Stroh stole  home.  
Christensen singled to center field, RBI; Amoroso scored.  Torri 
grounded into double play 2b to 1b; Christensen out on the play.  6 runs, 3  hits, 1 error, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 2  Schumacher reached on an error by 3b.  Schumacher advanced to second.   
Schumacher advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Johnston grounded out to ss,  RBI; Schumacher scored, 
unearned.  Clink grounded out to p.  Knight flied  out to rf.  1 run, 0 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 2  McDavid singled to shortstop.  McDavid stole second.  Buttell popped up to  2b.  
Petersen grounded out to ss; McDavid advanced to third.  Kalcic  singled, RBI; McDavid scored.  Kalcic 
advanced to second on an error by c.   Ross walked.  Stroh popped up to 1b.  1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 3  Tannahill grounded out to p.  Brown grounded out to 2b.  Trodahl grounded  
out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 3  Amoroso doubled to left field.  Amoroso advanced to third on a passed ball.   
Christensen reached on an error by 2b; Amoroso scored, unearned.  Torri  flied out to cf.  McDavid singled 
to left field; Christensen advanced to  second.  Vanwert to p for Lloyd.  Brunner pinch hit for Buttell.  
Brunner  struck out swinging.  Bushling to dh for Petersen.  Bushling struck out  swinging.  1 run, 2 hits, 1 
error, 2 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 4  Brunner to lf.  Bahr singled to right field.  Powell tripled to right field,  RBI; 
Bahr scored.  Schumacher walked.  Johnston flied out to rf.  Clink  grounded into double play 2b to 1b; 
Schumacher out on the play.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 4  Kalcic popped up to 2b.  Ross grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Akaba pinch  hit for 
Stroh.  Akaba grounded out to 1b unassisted.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 5  Akaba to 2b.  Knight struck out looking.  Tannahill flied out to cf.  Brown  
grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 5  Amoroso struck out swinging.  Christensen grounded out to 2b.  Torri walked.  
McDavid reached on a fielder's choice; Torri out at second ss to 2b.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 6 Trodahl tripled to right field.  Bahr singled to center field, RBI; Trodahl  
scored.  Powell singled to left field; Bahr advanced to second.  Schumacher  reached on a fielder's choice; 
Powell advanced to second; Bahr out at third  ss to 3b.  Johnston grounded out to 2b; Schumacher advanced 
to second;  Powell advanced to third.  Bridges pinch hit for Clink.  Bridges grounded  out to ss.  1 run, 3 
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Sonoma State inning 6  Clink to c for Bridges.  Brunner struck out swinging.  Bushling struck out  looking.  
Kalcic flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 7  Knight singled to left center.  Tannahill out at first rf to 1b; Knight  advanced 
to second.  Brown grounded out to ss.  Trodahl grounded out to 3b.   0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
Chico State 4, Central Washington 1 (Mar. 21, 2000 at Chico) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to p.  Friese popped up to p.  Powell homered to left  field, 
RBI.  Johnston walked.  Zahrowski singled to left field; Johnston  advanced to second.  Vanwert struck out 
swinging.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors,  2 LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 1  Webber grounded out to 3b.  Pope walked.  McColloch singled to right field;  Pope 
advanced to second.  Biersch out at first 1b to 2b.  Fritz walked;  McColloch advanced to second; Pope 
advanced to third.  Gibbs hit by pitch;  Fritz advanced to second; McColloch advanced to third; Pope 
scored.  Herman  singled to left field, RBI; Gibbs advanced to second; Fritz advanced to  third; McColloch 
scored.  Guildner grounded out to 2b.  2 runs, 2 hits, 0  errors, 3 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Bahr grounded out to 2b.  Kelly flied out to lf.  Knight singled to  shortstop.  
Trodahl grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 2  Howarth popped up to 1b.  Webber singled to center field.  Pope singled to  left field; 
Webber advanced to second.  McColloch singled to left field;  Pope advanced to second; Webber advanced 
to third.  Biersch doubled to right  center, 2 RBI; McColloch advanced to third; Pope scored; Webber 
scored.   Fritz popped up to 1b.  Gibbs popped up to 2b.  2 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Friese singled to left field.  Powell struck out swinging.  Johnston struck  out 
swinging.  Zahrowski walked; Friese advanced to second.  Vanwert  grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 2 LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 3  Herman grounded out to ss.  Guildner flied out to rf.  Howarth tripled to  center field.  
Webber flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Bahr popped up to 3b.  Kelly popped up to c.  Knight doubled to left field.   Trodahl 
grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 4  Pope popped up to ss.  McColloch singled to left field.  Biersch lined into  double 
play 2b unassisted; McColloch out on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Friese out on batter's interference.  Powell struck out swinging.  Johnston  walked.  
Clink pinch ran for Johnston.  Clink advanced to second on a wild  pitch.  Zahrowski walked.  Vanwert 
popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 2 LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 5  Johnston to rf for Clink.  Fritz popped up to 1b.  Gibbs singled to center  field.  
Herman grounded into double play ss to 2b to 1b; Gibbs out on the  play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Bahr struck out looking.  Kelly walked.  Knight reached on a fielder's  choice to 
shortstop; Kelly out at second ss unassisted.  Trodahl grounded  out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 6  Kaupp pinch hit for Guildner.  Kaupp struck out swinging.  Howarth grounded  out to 
ss.  Webber flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Guildner to lf for Kaupp.  Friese grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Powel  walked.  
Johnston popped up to 3b.  Zahrowski grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
Chico State 3, Central Washington 1 (Mar. 21, 2000 at Chico) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl reached on an error by 3b.  Friese reached on a fielder's choice,  SAC; 
Trodahl advanced to second.  Powell out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Friese  advanced to second; Trodahl 
advanced to third.  Schumacher walked.   Schumacher advanced to second; Friese advanced to third; 
Trodahl out at home  c to 3b to c, caught stealing.  Zahrowski struck out looking.  0 runs, 0  hits, 1 error, 2 
LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 1  Webber singled to first base.  Pope flied out to lf.  McColloch singled to  left field; 
Webber advanced to second.  McColloch advanced to second on a  passed ball; Webber advanced to third.  
Biersch struck out looking.  Fritz  singled to right field, RBI; McColloch advanced to third; Webber scored.   
Gibbs grounded out to 1b unassisted.  1 run, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Bridges grounded out to p.  Bahr struck out looking.  Cleary grounded out to  ss.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 2  Herman reached on an error by 1b.  Hubble reached on an error by 3b; Herman  
advanced to second.  Howarth singled to first base; Hubble advanced to  second; Herman advanced to third.  
Webber popped up to c.  Pope reached on a  fielder's choice to pitcher; Howarth advanced to second; 
Hubble advanced to  third; Herman out at home p to c.  McColloch singled to left field, 2 RBI;  Pope out at 
second lf to 3b to 2b; Howarth scored, unearned; Hubble scored,  unearned.  2 runs, 2 hits, 2 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Knight singled to first base.  Knight advanced to second on a wild pitch.   Trodahl 
grounded out to ss.  Friese grounded out to 2b; Knight advanced to  third.  Powell singled to right field, 
RBI; Knight scored.  Schumacher  walked; Powell advanced to second.  Zahrowski flied out to cf.  1 run, 2  
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 3  Biersch struck out swinging.  Fritz reached on an error by ss.  Fritz  advanced to 
second on a wild pitch.  Gibbs grounded out to 3b.  Herman  grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 
LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Bridges flied out to cf.  Bahr grounded out to p.  Cleary popped up to 2b.   0 runs, 0 
hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 4  Hubble singled to right field.  Collins pinch ran for Hubble.  Howarth flied  out to lf.  
Webber grounded into double play 3b to 2b to 1b; Collins out on  the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Hubble to p for Collins.  Knight grounded out to 2b.  Trodahl out at first  1b to 2b.  
Friese flied out to lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 5  Pope grounded out to p.  McColloch singled to center field.  Biersch  grounded into 
double play 2b to 1b; McColloch out on the play.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Powell grounded out to ss.  Schumacher flied out to lf.  Zahrowski grounded  out to 
2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
CSU Chico inning 6  Brown to 1b for Friese.  Fritz grounded out to 3b.  Gibbs grounded out to  3b.  
Herman flied out to lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Bridges singled to left center.  Lloyd pinch ran for Bridges.  Bahr flied  out to cf.  
Cleary doubled to left field; Lloyd advanced to second, out at  third lf to 3b.  Kelly pinch ran for Cleary.  
Knight walked.  Peterson pinch  hit for Trodahl.  Peterson walked; Knight advanced to second; Kelly 
advanced  to third.  Trodahl to lf for Peterson.  Brown struck out swinging.  0 runs,  2 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
CSU Stanislaus 8, Central Washington 0 (Mar. 22, 2000 at Turlock) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to 2b.  Bahr walked.  Powell flied out to lf.  Schumacher 
struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 1  Olvera hit by pitch.  Thurman grounded out to 3b, SAC; Olvera advanced to  
second.  Sims lined out to ss.  Olvera advanced to third on a wild pitch,  out at third c to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 
0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Johnston flied out to cf.  Zahrowski struck out swinging.  Peterson struck  out 
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 2  Hendrix flied out to cf.  Low popped up to ss.  Schock singled to left  field.  
Myers singled to third base; Schock advanced to second.  Duncan  grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Lantau struck out looking.  Knight popped up to ss.  Trodahl grounded out to  ss.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 3  Dillon hit by pitch.  Olvera out at first p to 2b, SAC; Dillon advanced to  second.  
Thurman grounded out to 1b unassisted; Dillon advanced to third.   Sims singled to left field, RBI; Dillon 
scored.  Hendrix homered to left  field, 2 RBI; Sims scored.  Low popped up to 3b.  3 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Bahr popped up to ss.  Powell flied out to lf.  Schumacher singled to center  field.  
Johnston walked; Schumacher advanced to second.  Zahrowski struck  out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
2 LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 4  Schock reached on an error by ss.  Schock out at first c to ss to 1b, caught  
stealing.  Myers singled to center field.  Duncan flied out to rf.  Myers  stole second.  Dillon reached on an 
error by p; Myers scored, unearned.   Olvera grounded out to 3b.  1 run, 1 hit, 2 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Peterson grounded out to 3b.  Lantau grounded out to 3b.  Knight struck out  
looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 5  Thurman singled to left field.  Sims reached on an error by 1b; Thurman  
advanced to second.  Hendrix flied out to lf.  Low singled to third base;  Sims advanced to second; 
Thurman advanced to third.  Schock reached on a  fielder's choice to shortstop, RBI; Low advanced to 
second; Sims advanced to  third; Thurman scored.  Myers singled to left field, 2 RBI; Schock advanced  to 
second; Low scored; Sims scored, unearned.  Duncan flied out to lf.   Dillon struck out swinging.  3 runs, 3 
hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Trodahl grounded out to ss.  Brown.  Duncan to p.  Bahr grounded out to ss.   Powell 
grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 6  Olvera flied out to lf.  Thurman grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Sims  doubled to 
center field.  Hendrix walked.  Low singled to left field, RBI;  Hendrix advanced to second; Sims scored.  1 
run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
CSU Stanislaus 4, Central Washington 1 (Mar. 22, 2000 at Turlock) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to ss.  Kelly popped up to ss.  Powell walked.  Schumacher 
grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 1  Olvera singled to center field.  Thurman walked; Olvera advanced to second.   
Thurman advanced to second on a wild pitch; Olvera advanced to third.  Sims  flied out to lf, SAC, RBI; 
Olvera scored.  Hendrix walked.  Hendrix advanced  to second on a passed ball; Thurman advanced to 
third.  Low reached on a  fielder's choice to third base; Thurman out at home 3b to ss.  Schock popped  up 
to p.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Johnston doubled to right center.  Zahrowski reached on an error by 3b, SAC;  
Johnston advanced to third.  Zahrowski stole second.  Clink struck out  swinging.  Lloyd reached on a 
fielder's choice to pitcher; Zahrowski  advanced to third; Johnston out at home p to c.  Knight walked; 
Lloyd  advanced to second.  Trodahl reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Knight advanced to second; 
Lloyd out at third ss to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1  error, 3 LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 2 Myers grounded out to ss.  Duncan walked.  McCutchen reached on a fielder's  
choice to shortstop; Duncan out at second ss to 2b.  Olvera grounded out to  ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Kelly flied out to cf.  Powell struck out looking.  Schumacher grounded out  to ss.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 3  Thurman grounded out to ss.  Sims walked.  Sims out at second c to ss,  caught 
stealing.  Hendrix popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Johnston grounded out to 3b.  Zahrowski singled to left field.  Clink flied  out to cf.  
Lloyd grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 4  Low flied out to cf.  Schock flied out to lf.  Myers grounded out to 1b  unassisted.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Knight singled to center field.  Trodahl out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Knight  advanced 
to second.  Kelly grounded out to ss.  Powell doubled to left  field, RBI; Knight scored.  Klein.  Duncan to 
p.  Schumacher grounded out to  2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 5  Duncan popped up to 2b.  Dillon to rf for McCutchen.  Dillon struck out  
swinging, out at first c to 1b.  Olvera flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Johnston struck out swinging.  Zahrowski singled to left field.  Clink  struck out 
looking.  Lloyd struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
CSU Stanislaus inning 6  Thurman singled to left field.  Sims out at first p to 2b, SAC; Thurman  advanced 
to second.  Hendrix singled to left center, advanced to second on  the throw; Thurman advanced to third.  
Hendrix advanced to third on a wild  pitch; Thurman scored.  Low walked.  Bridges to p for Vanwert.  Low 
stole  second.  Schock grounded out to ss.  Myers singled to left center, 2 RBI;  Low scored; Hendrix 
scored.  Duncan struck out swinging, out at first c to  1b.  3 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Knight out at first 1b to 2b.  Trodahl reached on an error by p.  Kelly  reached on a 
fielder's choice to third base; Trodahl out at second 3b to 2b.  Powell walked; Kelly advanced to second.  
Schumacher singled to left field;  Powell advanced to second; Kelly advanced to third.  Bahr pinch ran for  
Powell.  Friese pinch ran for Schumacher.  Johnston struck out swinging.  0  runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 3 LOB. 
San Francisco State9, Central Washington 5 (Mar. 24, 2000 at Hayward) 
 
San Francisco State inning 1  Tianco walked.  Velasquez reached on an error by 3b, SAC; Tianco advanced 
to  third.  Reynolds singled to left field, RBI; Velasquez advanced to second;  Tianco scored.  Wyrick out at 
first 3b to 2b, SAC; Reynolds advanced to  second; Velasquez advanced to third.  Torres singled to center 
field, RBI;  Reynolds advanced to third; Velasquez scored, unearned.  Fox singled to  center field, 
advanced to second on the throw, 2 RBI; Torres scored;Reynolds scored.  Vanwert to p for Lloyd.  
Sarmiento flied out to lf.  Brown  struck out swinging.  4 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl reached on an error by 3b.  Bahr popped up to 3b.  Powell flied out  to rf.  
Schumacher walked; Trodahl advanced to second.  Johnston tripled to  left center, 2 RBI; Schumacher 
scored, unearned; Trodahl scored, unearned.   Zahrowski popped up to 2b.  2 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
San Francisco State inning 2  Stockton grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Tianco struck out looking.   
Velasquez flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Tannahill walked.  Lantau singled, scored on an error by ss, unearned;  Tannahill 
scored, unearned.  Knight singled to center field.  Trodahl popped  up to 1b.  Bahr reached on a fielder's 
choice to third base; Knight out at  second 3b to 2b.  Powell grounded out to ss.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 1  
LOB. 
 
San Francisco State inning 3  Reynolds flied out to cf.  Wyrick walked.  Torres reached on an error by p;  
Wyrick advanced to second.  Fox reached on a fielder's choice to third base;  Torres advanced to second; 
Wyrick out at second 3b to ss.  Fox advanced to  second on a wild pitch; Torres advanced to third.  
Sarmiento popped up to  ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Schumacher flied out to cf.  Johnston flied out to rf.  Zahrowski grounded  out to ss.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
San Francisco State inning 4  Brown reached on an error by 3b.  Stockton grounded out to 3b, SAC; Brown  
advanced to second.  Tianco singled to right center; Brown advanced to  third.  Tianco stole second.  
Velasquez hit by pitch.  Reynolds walked, RBI;  Velasquez advanced to second; Tianco advanced to third; 
Brown scored,  unearned.  Wyrick reached on an error by ss; Reynolds advanced to second;  Velasquez 
advanced to third; Tianco scored, unearned.  Torres singled to  right field, RBI; Wyrick advanced to 
second; Reynolds advanced to third;  Velasquez scored, unearned.  Reynolds scored on an error by c, 
unearned.   Fox struck out looking.  Sarmiento walked; Torres advanced to second; Wyrick  advanced to 
third.  Brown struck out swinging.  4 runs, 2 hits, 3 errors, 3  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Tannahill flied out to lf.  Lantau flied out to lf.  Knight grounded out to  p.  0 runs, 0 
hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
San Francisco State inning 5  Stockton grounded out to 3b.  Tianco popped up to 2b.  Velasquez popped up  
to c.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Trodahl popped up to ss.  Bahr struck out swinging.  Powell tripled to right  center.  
Schumacher singled to left field, RBI; Powell scored.  Johnston  grounded out to p.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
San Francisco State inning 6  Reynolds doubled to left field.  Bridges to p for Vanwert.  Reynolds  
advanced to third on a passed ball.  Wyrick grounded out to ss.  Torres  grounded out to p.  Fox singled to 
left center, RBI; Reynolds scored.   Sarmiento reached on an error by 3b; Fox advanced to second.  Brown 
struck  out swinging.  1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Zahrowski grounded out to ss.  Tannahill flied out to rf.  Lantau struck out  
swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
San Francisco State inning 7  Posada pinch hit for Stockton.  Posada walked.  Stockton to cf for Posada.   
Tianco struck out swinging.  Stockton stole second.  Velasquez grounded out  to 3b.  Reynolds singled to 
right field; Stockton advanced to third.  Wyrick  grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Knight singled to third base.  Trodahl singled to shortstop; Knight advanced  to 
second.  Bahr singled to third base; Trodahl advanced to second; Knight  advanced to third.  Powell lined 
into double play 2b to 1b; Bahr out on the  play.  Schumacher struck out looking.  0 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 
LOB. 
 
Saint Mary's 13, Central Washington 7 (Mar. 24, 2000 at Hayward) 
 
Saint Mary's inning 1  Fawkes singled to left field.  Price singled to left field; Fawkes advanced  to second.  
Dean walked; Price advanced to second; Fawkes advanced to third.  Dean advanced to second on a wild 
pitch; Price advanced to third; Fawkes  scored.  Hanaseth walked.  Ferreira reached on a fielder's choice to 
third  base; Hanaseth advanced to second; Dean advanced to third; Price out at home  3b to c.  Connors 
popped up to ss.  Javier doubled to left field, 3 RBI;  Ferreira scored; Hanaseth scored; Dean scored.  
Nevarez reached on an error  by ss; Javier advanced to third.  Turner struck out swinging.  4 runs, 3  hits, 1 
error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1 Trodahl grounded out to p.  Bahr walked.  Powell flied out to cf.   Schumacher 
walked; Bahr advanced to second.  Johnston tripled to right  center, 2 RBI; Schumacher scored; Bahr 
scored.  Zahrowski grounded out to  ss.  2 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Saint Mary's inning 2  Fawkes reached on an error by p.  Fawkes stole second.  Price singled to  left field; 
Fawkes advanced to third.  Price stole second.  Dean grounded  out to p.  Hanaseth singled to center field, 
advanced to third on an error  by cf, 2 RBI; Price scored; Fawkes scored, unearned.  Ferreira grounded out  
to 2b.  Connors grounded out to p.  2 runs, 2 hits, 2 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Bridges grounded out to 2b.  Lloyd singled to left field.  Knight grounded  out to 3b; 
Lloyd advanced to second.  Trodahl singled to third base.  Bahr  singled to left field, RBI; Trodahl 
advanced to second; Lloyd scored.   Powell doubled to left center, RBI; Bahr advanced to third; Trodahl 
scored.   Schumacher singled to left field, RBI; Powell advanced to third; Bahr  scored.  Johnston popped 
up to 2b.  3 runs, 5 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Saint Mary's inning 3  Javier grounded out to 3b.  Nevarez reached on an error by 2b.  Turner  popped up to 
ss.  Fawkes singled to pitcher; Nevarez advanced to second.   Price popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 
2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Zahrowski struck out looking.  Bridges struck out looking.  Lloyd walked.   Knight 
lined out to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Saint Mary's inning 4  Dean reached on catcher's interference.  Redding pinch ran for Dean.   Hanaseth out 
at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Redding advanced to second.  Ferreira  singled to left field; Redding advanced to 
third.  Connors reached on a  fielder's choice to shortstop, RBI; Ferreira advanced to second on a  fielder's 
choice; Redding advanced to home on a fielder's choice, unearned.   Javier struck out looking.  McCarthy 
pinch ran for Connors.  Nevarez singled  to center field, 2 RBI; McCarthy scored, unearned; Ferreira 
scored,  unearned.  Turner singled to right center, RBI; Nevarez scored, unearned.   Fawkes reached on an 
error by ss; Turner scored, unearned.  Price reached on  an error by p; Fawkes scored, unearned.  Redding 
reached on an error by 2b;  Price scored, unearned.  Hanaseth reached on a fielder's choice to  shortstop; 
Redding out at second ss unassisted.  7 runs, 3 hits, 4 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Dean to 1b for Redding.  Connors to c for McCarthy.  Trodahl singled to left  field.  
Bahr grounded out to 3b; Trodahl advanced to second.  Powell tripled  to left center, RBI; Trodahl scored.  
Schumacher singled to left field, RBI;  Powell scored.  Johnston flied out to rf; Schumacher advanced to 
second on  an error by rf.  Zahrowski popped up to ss.  2 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
Saint Mary's inning 5  Ferreira flied out to lf.  Connors singled to left field.  Javier singled to  center field; 
Connors advanced to second.  Nevarez flied out to lf.  Turner  reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; 
Javier out at second ss to 2b.   0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Bridges struck out swinging.  Lloyd grounded out to 3b.  Knight singled to  center 
field.  Knight advanced to second on a passed ball.  Trodahl struck  out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
Saint Mary's inning 6  Fawkes grounded out to ss.  Price singled to shortstop.  Dean grounded into  double 
play 2b to 1b; Price out on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Bahr struck out swinging.  Powell singled to right field.  Schumacher struck  out 
swinging.  Johnston reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Powell  out at second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 
0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Saint Mary's inning 7  Hanaseth tripled to left field.  Ferreira flied out to rf; Hanaseth out at  third rf to c to 
3b, runner left early.  Connors grounded out to ss.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Zahrowski singled to shortstop.  Zahrowski out at first c to 1b, picked off.  Bridges 
struck out swinging.  Lloyd reached on an error by 1b.  Knight  struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 
LOB. 
Central Washington 8, Oregon Tech 2 (Mar. 25, 20000 at Hayward) 
 
Oregon Tech inning 1  Schneider grounded out to 3b.  Ross grounded out to p.  Webber singled to  left 
field.  Azevedo grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl struck out looking.  Friese struck out looking.  Powell singled to  right 
center.  Schumacher walked; Powell advanced to second.  Johnston  singled to center field, RBI; 
Schumacher advanced to third; Powell scored.   Lantau lined out to cf.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Oregon Tech inning 2  Ernstrom struck out swinging.  Soldani homered to right center, RBI.  Mills  popped 
up to 2b.  Sandlin grounded out to p.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lloyd singled to right field.  Bahr popped up to 2b.  Knight struck out  swinging.  
Trodahl reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Lloyd out at  second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
Oregon Tech inning 3  Miller grounded out to ss.  Schneider singled to left field.  Ross singled  to left field; 
Schneider advanced to second.  Webber reached on an error by  ss; Ross advanced to second; Schneider 
scored, unearned.  Azevedo grounded  into double play ss to 2b to 1b; Webber out on the play.  1 run, 2 
hits, 1  error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Friese grounded out to 2b.  Powell walked.  Schumacher struck out swinging.   
Johnston singled to right field; Powell advanced to third.  Lantau popped up  to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 
LOB. 
 
Oregon Tech inning 4  Ernstrom grounded out to 2b.  Soldani popped up to ss.  Mills struck out  swinging.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Lloyd singled to shortstop.  Kelly pinch hit for Bahr.  Kelly out at first p  to 2b, 
SAC; Lloyd advanced to second.  Knight struck out swinging.  Trodahl  tripled to right center, RBI; Lloyd 
scored.  Friese doubled to center field,  RBI; Trodahl scored.  Powell grounded out to 3b.  2 runs, 3 hits, 0 
errors,  1 LOB. 
 
Oregon Tech inning 5  Bahr to 2b for Kelly.  Sandlin singled to left field.  Mitzner pinch ran for  Sandlin.  / 
for Mitzner.  Miller out at first p to 2b, SAC; Mitzner advanced  to second.  Schneider lined into double 
play 3b to 2b; Mitzner out on the  play, runner left early.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5Mitzner to cf.  Schumacher struck out looking.  Johnston flied out to rf.   Lantau 
grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Oregon Tech inning 6  Ross lined out to 3b.  Webber popped up to 2b.  Azevedo singled to left  field.  
Ernstrom reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Azevedo out at  second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Lloyd reached on an error by cf.  Clink pinch ran for Lloyd.  Bahr singled  to second 
base; Clink advanced to second.  Knight singled to third base;  Bahr advanced to second; Clink advanced to 
third.  Trodahl singled to  shortstop, RBI; Knight advanced to second; Bahr advanced to third; Clink  
scored, unearned.  Friese singled, advanced to second on the throw, 2 RBI;  Trodahl advanced to third; 
Knight scored; Bahr scored.  Powell flied out to  rf, SAC, RBI; Friese advanced to third; Trodahl scored.  
Schumacher struck  out swinging.  Johnston walked, stole second; Friese stole home, unearned.   Lantau 
grounded out to ss.  5 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
Oregon Tech inning 7  Lloyd to 3b for Clink.  Soldani flied out to rf.  Mills popped up to 2b.   Mitzner 
grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
Central Washington 3, Menlo 2 (Mar. 25, 2000 at Hayward) 
 
Menlo inning 1  Burnett struck out swinging.  Griffin grounded out to 3b.  Sagara grounded  out to 1b 
unassisted.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Friese flied out to lf.  Powell  singled to 
center field.  Johnston singled to left field; Powell advanced to second.  Bridges walked; Johnston advanced 
to second; Powell advanced to  third.  Lloyd struck out swinging.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
Menlo inning 2  Galeener reached on an error by 3b.  Miller struck out looking.  Knecht  flied out to rf.  
Tolle popped up to 1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Clink grounded out to 2b.  Bahr grounded out to p.  Knight reached on an  error by 
ss.  Trodahl out at first p to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
Menlo inning 3  Henderson grounded out to ss.  Meehan lined out to ss.  Burnett grounded out  to ss.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Friese reached on an error by ss.  Friese out at second c to ss, caught  stealing.  
Powell flied out to cf.  Johnston flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0  hits, 1 error, 0 LOB. 
 
Menlo inning 4  Griffin out at first 3b to ss to 1b.  Sagara grounded out to p.  Galeener  flied out to cf.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Bridges flied out to cf.  Lloyd singled to left field.  Kelly pinch ran for  Lloyd.  
Clink reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Kelly out at  second ss unassisted.  Bahr struck out looking.  
0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
Menlo inning 5  Lloyd to 3b for Kelly.  Miller singled to left field.  Knecht reached on a  fielder's choice to 
third base; Miller out at second 3b to 2b.  Tolle  grounded out to 2b; Knecht advanced to second.  
Henderson singled to left  field, advanced to second on the throw; Knecht advanced to third.  Meehan  
grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Knight lined out to lf.  Trodahl singled to shortstop.  Friese grounded out  to 2b; 
Trodahl advanced to second.  Powell singled to center field, advanced  to second on the throw, RBI; 
Trodahl scored.  Johnston singled to shortstop,RBI; Powell scored.  Bridges singled to left field; Johnston 
advanced to  second.  Lloyd singled to right field, RBI; Bridges advanced to second, out  at third rf to 3b; 
Johnston scored.  3 runs, 5 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Menlo inning 6  Burnett singled to left field.  Griffin singled to center field; Burnett  advanced to second.  
Sagara singled to left field, RBI; Griffin advanced to  second; Burnett scored.  Galeener popped up to 2b.  
Miller reached on a  fielder's choice to third base; Sagara advanced to second; Griffin out at  second 3b to 
ss.  Knecht singled to center field, RBI; Miller advanced to  second; Sagara scored.  Tolle reached on a 
fielder's choice to shortstop;  Knecht advanced to second; Miller out at second ss unassisted.  2 runs, 4  hits, 
0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Clink singled to left field.  Bahr struck out swinging; Clink advanced to  second on a 
passed ball.  Knight singled to left field; Clink advanced to  third.  Trodahl grounded out to 2b.  Friese 
grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 2  hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Menlo inning 7  Henderson grounded out to ss.  Meehan grounded out to 3b.  Burnett grounded  out to p.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
UC Davis 4, Central Washington 0 (Mar. 26, 2000 at Hayward) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to 3b.  Friese out at first p to 2b.  Powell doubled to  right 
field, out at third rf to 2b to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
UC Davis inning 1  Tom reached on an error by 3b.  Bovolick out at first p to 2b, SAC; Tom  advanced to 
second.  Hall lined out to ss.  White struck out swinging.  0  runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Johnston grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Bridges singled to right field.   Lloyd 
walked; Bridges advanced to second.  Lantau reached on a fielder's  choice to shortstop; Lloyd advanced to 
second; Bridges out at third ss to  3b.  Bahr reached on a fielder's choice to second base; Lantau out at 
second  2b unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
UC Davis inning 2  Cunningham grounded out to 3b.  Churchwell singled to right field.   Linsenmeyer flied 
out to lf.  Churchwell advanced to second on a passed  ball.  Bivings grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Knight singled to third base.  Trodahl out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Knight  advanced to 
second.  Friese reached on a fielder's choice to pitcher; Knight  out at third p to 3b.  Powell grounded out to 
3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
UC Davis inning 3  Crews singled to right center.  Tom out at first 3b to 2b, SAC; Crews  advanced to 
second.  Bovolick singled to center field; Crews advanced to  third.  Hall reached on a fielder's choice to 
third base; Bovolick advanced  to second.  White singled to right field, RBI; Hall advanced to second;  
Bovolick advanced to third; Crews scored.  Cunningham reached on a fielder's  choice to pitcher; White 
advanced to second; Hall out at third p to c to 3b;  Bovolick out at home p to c.  1 run, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 
LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Johnston popped up to 1b.  Bridges walked.  Clink pinch ran for Bridges.   Clink out 
at first p to 1b, picked off.  Lloyd popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
UC Davis inning 4  Bridges to p for Clink.  Churchwell flied out to cf.  Linsenmeyer grounded  out to ss.  
Bivings singled to right center.  Crews struck out swinging.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Lantau singled to right field.  Bahr out at first c to 2b, SAC; Lantau  advanced to 
second.  Knight lined out to 3b.  Trodahl lined out to 3b.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
UC Davis inning 5  Friese to 1b.  Johnston to dh.  Tom singled to left field.  Bovolick reached  on an error 
by 3b, out at second 3b to rf to ss to 2b; Tom advanced to  third.  Hall reached on an error by 2b; Tom 
scored, unearned.  White struck  out swinging.  Cunningham doubled to right field, RBI; Hall scored,  
unearned.  Churchwell singled to right field, RBI; Cunningham scored,  unearned.  Linsenmeyer reached on 
a fielder's choice to shortstop;  Churchwell out at second ss unassisted.  3 runs, 3 hits, 2 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Friese singled to shortstop.  Powell singled, advanced to second on an error  by rf; 
Friese advanced to third.  Johnston reached on a fielder's choice to  second base; Powell advanced to third; 
Friese out at home 2b to c.   Zahrowski pinch ran for Johnston.  Bridges reached on a fielder's choice to  
second base; Zahrowski advanced to third; Powell out at home 2b to c.  Lloyd  reached on a fielder's choice 
to second base; Bridges out at second 2b  unassisted, interference.  0 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
UC Davis inning 6  Vanwert to p for Bridges.  Bivings popped up to 1b.  Crews singled to left  field.  Tom 
popped up to 2b.  Bovolick popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Lantau flied out to rf.  Peterson pinch hit for Bahr.  Peterson struck out  looking.  
Knight singled to shortstop.  Trodahl singled to left field;  Knight advanced to second.  Friese lined out to 
cf.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0  errors, 2 LOB. 
Western Washington 3, Central Washington 1 (Mar. 29, 2000 at Bellingham) 
 
Central Washington inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to 2b.  Zahrowski flied out to rf.  Powell singled to  
center field.  Johnston reached on a fielder's choice; Powell out at second  ss to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 1  Joseph flied out to lf.  Williams singled to center field.  Williams stole  
second.  Greenen walked.  Plancich grounded out to p; Greenen advanced to  second; Williams advanced to 
third.  Hoeschen flied out to 1b.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 2  Lloyd grounded out to 2b.  Bridges grounded out to p.  Lantau grounded out  
to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 2  Posey grounded out to ss.  Herd reached on an error by ss.  Herd out at  
second c to ss, caught stealing.  Taylor struck out.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1  error, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 3  Schumacher hit by pitch.  Schumacher out at first c to 1b, picked off.   
Knight grounded out to 2b.  Trodahl struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 3  Puz grounded out to ss.  Joseph fouled out to 3b.  Williams lined out to ss.   
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 4  Zahrowski out at first rf to 1b.  Powell lined out to cf.  Johnston grounded  
out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 4  Greenen grounded out to p.  Plancich flied out to 2b.  Hoeschen singled to  
center field.  Posey lined out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 5  Lloyd singled to second base.  Bridges out at first p to 2b, SAC, bunt;  Lloyd 
advanced to second.  Lantau lined into double play 3b to 2b; Lloyd out  on the play.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
0 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 5  Herd flied out to 3b.  Taylor singled to center field.  Puz grounded out to  
3b; Taylor advanced to second.  Joseph singled to left field, RBI, advanced  to second on the throw; Taylor 
scored.  Williams grounded out to ss.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 6  Schumacher walked.  Fulton pinch ran for Schumacher.  Knight out at first 
3b  to 2b, SAC, bunt; Fulton advanced to second.  Fulton advanced to third on a  wild pitch.  Trodahl 
singled to left field, RBI; Fulton scored.  Zahrowski  grounded into double play 2b to ss to 1b; Trodahl out 
on the play.  1 run, 1  hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 6  Schumacher to rf for Fulton.  Greenen singled to third base, bunt.  Plancich  
out at first 1b to 2b, SAC, bunt; Greenen advanced to second.  Hoeschen  singled down the rf line, 
advanced to second on an error by rf, RBI; Greenen  scored.  Peterson pinch ran for Hoeschen.  Peterson 
advanced to third on a  wild pitch.  Posey reached on a fielder's choice.  Herd singled to left  field, RBI; 
Posey advanced to second; Peterson scored.  Taylor struck out.   Puz flied out to ss.  2 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 
2 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 7  Hoeschen to 1b for Peterson.  Powell singled to center field.  Johnston  lined 
out to lf.  Lloyd reached on a fielder's choice; Powell out at second  2b to ss.  Bridges lined out to cf.  0 
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
Western Washington 8, Central Washington 0 (Mar. 29, 2000 at Bellingham) 
 
Central Washington inning 1 Trodahl singled to shortstop.  Zahrowski out at first c to 2b, SAC, bunt;  
Trodahl advanced to second.  Trodahl advanced to third on a wild pitch.   Powell struck out swinging.  
Johnston out at first p to ss to 1b.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 1  Williams singled to left field.  Williams stole second.  Varney walked.   
Joseph struck out looking.  Greenen grounded out to ss; Varney advanced to  second; Williams advanced to 
third.  Hoeschen struck out swinging.  0 runs,  1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 2  Lloyd hit by pitch.  Clink reached on a fielder's choice; Lloyd out at  second 
3b to 2b.  Vanwert struck out looking.  Bahr singled; Clink out at  second ss to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 2  Posey flied out to cf.  Herd flied out to 2b.  Taylor grounded out to p.  0  
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 3  Knight walked.  Knight stole second.  Trodahl out at first c to 2b, SAC,  bunt; 
Knight advanced to third.  Zahrowski grounded out to 3b.  Powell flied  out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 3  Jensen walked.  Williams reached on an error by 3b; Jensen advanced to  
second.  Varney lined out to cf.  Joseph singled to center field, RBI;  Williams advanced to third; Jensen 
scored.  Joseph stole second.  Greenen  singled to center field, RBI; Joseph advanced to third; Williams 
scored.   Greenen stole second, advanced to third on an error by c; Joseph scored on  the error.  Greenen 
scored on a wild pitch.  Hoeschen walked.  Posey singled  to center field; Hoeschen advanced to second.  
Herd reached on an error by  rf; Posey advanced to second; Hoeschen advanced to third.  Taylor struck out  
swinging.  Jensen lined out to 1b.  4 runs, 3 hits, 3 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 4  Lantau to c for Clink.  Johnston flied out to lf.  Lloyd reached on a  fielding 
error by ss.  Lloyd advanced to second on an error by ss.  Lantau  singled to left field.  Vanwert flied out to 
rf.  Bahr reached on a  fielder's choice; Lantau advanced to second; Lloyd out at third ss to 3b.  0  runs, 1 
hit, 2 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 4  Greenen to 3b.  Plancich to dh for Herd.  Williams doubled to center field.  
Varney hit by pitch.  Varney advanced to second; Williams out at third c to  3b, caught stealing.  Joseph 
singled to center field, RBI; Varney scored.   Greenen singled to right field; Joseph advanced to second.  
Hoeschen singled  to right field; Greenen advanced to second; Joseph advanced to third.  Posey  flied out to 
cf, SF, RBI; Hoeschen advanced to second; Greenen advanced to  third; Joseph scored.  Plancich singled to 
center field, RBI; Hoeschen  advanced to third; Greenen scored.  Osmund pinch hit for Taylor.  Osmund  
walked; Plancich advanced to second.  Jensen flied out to c.  3 runs, 5  hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
Central Washington inning 5  Taylor to ss for Osmund.  Knight walked.  Trodahl reached on a fielder's  
choice; Knight advanced to second on a fielding error by ss.  Trodahl  advanced to second on a wild pitch; 
Knight advanced to third on a wild  pitch.  Zahrowski grounded out to p.  Powell grounded out to 3b.  
Johnston  flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
Western Washington inning 5  Adamo pinch hit for Williams.  Peterson pinch hit for Joseph.  Bridges to p  
for Vanwert.  Adamo flied out to cf.  Varney singled to center field.   Peterson grounded out to 1b 
unassisted; Varney advanced to second.  Laitala  pinch hit for Greenen.  Laitala singled to center field, RBI; 
Varney scored.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
Western Oregon 4, Central Washington 1 (Mar. 30, 2000 at Ellensburg) 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 1  Hawkins singled to left field.  Healy struck out looking.  Demos 
out at  first c to 2b; Hawkins advanced to second.  Everhart flied out to ss.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl doubled to right field.  Friese grounded into non-force double play 3b to 2b  
to ss; Trodahl out on the play.  Powell struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit,  0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 2  Goll singled to center field.  Cumming out at first 3b to 2b, SAC; 
Goll  advanced to second.  Rinaker walked.  Wells out at first 3b to 2b, SAC;  Rinaker advanced to second; 
Goll advanced to third.  Core singled to left  field, RBI; Rinaker advanced to third; Goll scored.  Core 
advanced to second  on an error by 2b; Rinaker scored, unearned.  Hawkins flied out to lf.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 
error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Johnston singled to right field.  Bridges out at first 3b to 2b, SAC;  Johnston 
advanced to second.  Lloyd singled to center field; Johnston  advanced to third.  Lantau reached on a 
fielder's choice to pitcher; Lloyd  advanced to second; Johnston out at home p unassisted.  Zahrowski lined 
out  to ss.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 3  Healy singled to left field.  Demos out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; 
Healy  advanced to second.  Everhart singled to center field; Healy advanced to  third.  Goll out at first 1b 
to 2b, SAC; Everhart advanced to second.   Cumming reached on an error by ss; Everhart scored, unearned; 
Healy scored,  unearned.  Rinaker lined out to 1b.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Knight struck out swinging.  Trodahl flied out to lf.  Friese singled to  shortstop.  
Powell doubled to left center, RBI; Friese scored.  Johnston  struck out swinging.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 4  Wells grounded out to p.  Core grounded out to p.  Hawkins 
grounded out to  2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Bridges lined out to cf.  Lloyd grounded out to 3b.  Lantau singled to  center field.  
Zahrowski struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 5  Healy grounded out to ss.  Demos grounded out to 3b.  Everhart 
doubled to  left center.  Goll struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Knight singled to right field.  Trodahl out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Knight  advanced 
to second.  Friese flied out to lf.  Powell struck out swinging.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 6  Cumming grounded out to ss.  Rinaker walked.  Wells flied out to 
rf.  Core  struck out looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Johnston out at first p to 2b to 1b.  Bridges struck out swinging.  Lloyd  popped up 
to c.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 7  Hawkins grounded out to 2b.  Healy grounded out to ss.  Demos 
reached on an  error by 2b.  Demos out at second c to ss, caught stealing.  0 runs, 0 hits,  1 error, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Lantau doubled to right center.  Zahrowski struck out swinging.  Knight  popped up 
to 1b.  Trodahl grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
Central Washington 8, Western Oregon 0 (Mar. 30, 2000 at Ellensburg) 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 1  Hawkins grounded out to ss.  Healy singled to center field.  Demos 
out at  first 1b to 2b, SAC; Healy advanced to second.  Everhart struck out  swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Fulton struck out looking.  Bahr tripled to right center.  Powell homered to  right 
center, 2 RBI; Bahr scored.  Johnston flied out to rf.  Lantau singled  to left field.  Brown flied out to lf.  2 
runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 2  Goll out at first p to ss to 1b.  Cumming singled to right field.  
Rinaker  reached on a fielder's choice to first base; Cumming out at second 1b to ss.   Wells grounded out to 
ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Zahrowski homered to left field, RBI.  Schumacher walked.  Knight struck out  
swinging.  Fulton struck out swinging.  Bahr struck out swinging.  1 run, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 3  Core struck out looking.  Hawkins grounded out to 1b unassisted.  
Healy  singled to right field.  Demos reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop;  Healy out at second ss to 
2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Everhart to p.  Friess.  Powell homered to left center, RBI.  Johnston  grounded out 
to 2b.  Lantau grounded out to ss.  Brown grounded out to 3b.   1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 4  Everhart popped up to 1b.  Goll singled to left field.  Goll 
advanced to  second on a passed ball.  Cumming singled to left field; Goll advanced to  third.  Rinaker 
grounded out to ss.  Wells grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 2  hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Zahrowski struck out looking.  Schumacher singled to center field.  Knight  struck 
out swinging.  Fulton popped up to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 5  Core lined out to rf.  Hawkins grounded out to p.  Healy grounded 
out to 2b.   0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Bahr singled to center field.  Powell doubled to right field; Bahr advanced  to third.  
Powell advanced to third on a passed ball; Bahr scored, unearned.  Johnston singled to center field, RBI; 
Powell scored.  Lantau singled to  center field; Johnston advanced to second.  Clink pinch ran for Lantau.   
Brown singled to right center, RBI; Clink advanced to third; Johnston  scored.  Zahrowski singled to center 
field, RBI; Brown advanced to second;  Clink scored.  4 runs, 6 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB.  
Central Washington 7, Seattle 0 (Apr. 1, 2000 at Ellensburg) 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 1  Gaeth singled to first base.  Junkin walked; Gaeth advanced to second.   
Sprute reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Junkin advanced to second  on a fielder's choice; Gaeth 
out at third ss to 3b.  Bredice hit by pitch;  Sprute advanced to second; Junkin advanced to third.  Sullivan 
reached on a  fielder's choice to pitcher; Bredice advanced to second on a fielder's  choice; Sprute advanced 
to third on a fielder's choice; Junkin out at home p  to c.  Weiskopf grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 3 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to p.  Bahr grounded out to c.  Powell grounded out to  ss.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 2  Walters grounded out to ss.  Menard singled to right field, advanced to  
second on an error by rf.  Miller struck out swinging.  Gaeth struck out  swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 
LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Johnston struck out swinging.  Lantau homered to center field, RBI.  Lloyd  doubled 
to center field.  Lloyd advanced to third on a wild pitch.   Zahrowski flied out to rf, SAC, RBI; Lloyd 
scored.  Schumacher singled to  center field.  Knight singled to first base; Schumacher advanced to second.   
Trodahl grounded out to ss.  2 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 3  Junkin singled to left field.  Sprute popped up to 2b.  Bredice singled 
to  left field; Junkin advanced to second.  Sullivan lined out to rf.  Bredice  out at first c to 1b, picked off.  0 
runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Bahr singled to center field.  Powell reached on a fielder's choice to  shortstop; Bahr 
out at second ss to 2b.  Johnston reached on a fielder's  choice to shortstop; Powell out at second ss to 2b.  
Lantau singled to left  center; Johnston advanced to second.  Fulton pinch ran for Johnston.  Lloyd  reached 
on a fielder's choice to third base; Lantau advanced to second;  Fulton out at third 3b unassisted.  0 runs, 2 
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 4  Johnston to 1b for Fulton.  Weiskopf singled to right field.  Walters out 
at  first 1b to 2b, SAC; Weiskopf advanced to second.  Tominaga pinch ran for  Weiskopf.  Menard singled 
to left field, advanced to second on the throw;  Tominaga out at third lf to 3b.  Miller singled to left center; 
Menard  advanced to third on the throw.  Gaeth struck out looking.  0 runs, 3 hits,  0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Weiskopf to 3b for Tominaga.  Zahrowski grounded out to ss.  Schumacher  lined 
out to cf.  Knight reached on an error by ss.  Trodahl singled to  shortstop; Knight advanced to second.  
Trodahl advanced to second on a  passed ball; Knight advanced to third.  Trodahl advanced to third on a 
wild  pitch; Knight scored, unearned.  Bahr walked.  Powell singled to right  center, 2 RBI; Bahr scored, 
unearned; Trodahl scored, unearned.  Johnston  lined out to rf.  3 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 5  Junkin grounded out to ss.  Sprute grounded out to 2b.  Bredice 
grounded out  to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Lantau grounded out to ss.  Lloyd lined out to cf.  Zahrowski out at first p  to 3b to 
1b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 6  Sullivan grounded out to ss.  Weiskopf grounded out to 3b.  Walters 
walked.   Menard singled to center field; Walters advanced to second.  Miller grounded  out to p.  0 runs, 1 
hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Peterson pinch hit for Schumacher.  Peterson singled to right center.   Schumacher 
to rf for Peterson.  Knight singled to left field; Schumacher  advanced to second.  Trodahl out at first p to 
2b, SAC; Knight advanced to  second; Schumacher advanced to third.  Bahr reached on a fielder's choice to  
pitcher; Knight advanced to third on a fielder's choice; Schumacher out at  home p to c.  Bahr stole second.  
Powell doubled to right center, 2 RBI;  Bahr scored; Knight scored.  Powell advanced to third on an error 
by c.   Johnston flied out to rf.  2 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 7  Gaeth out at first 3b to 2b.  Junkin singled to center field.  Sprute  
reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Junkin out at second ss to 2b.   Sprute stole second.  Bredice 
struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors,  1 LOB. 
Central Washington 8, Seattle 0 (Apr. 1, 2000 at Seattle) 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 1  Gaeth out at first 1b to 2b.  Junkin struck out looking.  Sprute doubled 
to  right field.  Bredice out at first p to 2b to 1b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors,  1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to ss.  Bahr grounded out to 2b.  Powell singled to  right 
center.  Johnston grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 2 Weiskopf grounded out to ss.  Menard singled to center field.  Walters 
out  at first 3b to 2b, SAC; Menard advanced to second.  McDonald grounded out to  ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lantau grounded out to 3b.  Brown grounded out to 3b.  Schumacher grounded  out 
to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 3  Miller struck out swinging.  Gaeth singled to third base.  Junkin 
reached on  a fielder's choice to catcher; Gaeth out at second c to ss.  Junkin advanced  to second on a 
passed ball.  Sprute lined out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Zahrowski reached on an error by ss.  Knight out at first 1b to 2b, SAC;  Zahrowski 
advanced to second.  Trodahl grounded out to 2b; Zahrowski  advanced to third on a fielder's choice.  Bahr 
singled to right field, RBI;  Zahrowski scored, unearned.  Powell flied out to cf.  1 run, 1 hit, 1 error,  1 
LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 4  Bredice singled to right field.  Bredice advanced to second on a passed  
ball.  Weiskopf singled to third base.  Tominaga pinch ran for Weiskopf.   Menard reached on a fielder's 
choice to pitcher; Tominaga advanced to second  on a fielder's choice; Bredice out at third p to 3b.  Walters 
struck out  swinging.  McDonald struck out swinging.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Weiskopf to 3b for Tominaga.  Johnston singled to right center.  Lantau  doubled to 
right field; Johnston advanced to third.  Lantau stole third;  Johnston stole home.  Brown walked.  
Schumacher walked; Brown advanced to  second.  Zahrowski singled to left center, 2 RBI; Schumacher 
advanced to  third; Brown scored; Lantau scored.  Zahrowski out at second c to ss, caught  stealing; 
Schumacher advanced to home on a fielder's choice.  Knight reached  on an error by 3b.  Trodahl singled to 
right center; Knight advanced to  third.  Trodahl stole second; Knight stole home, unearned.  Bahr popped 
up  to 2b.  Powell struck out looking.  5 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 5  Miller grounded out to p.  Gaeth struck out looking.  Junkin grounded 
out to  p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Peterson pinch hit for Johnston.  Kamieniecki to c for Lantau.  Peterson out  at first 
p to 2b to 1b.  Kamieniecki singled to right center.  Kamieniecki  out at second c to 2b, picked off.  Brown 
grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 6  Trodahl to cf.  Johnston to 1b for Peterson.  Fulton to lf for Knight.   
Sprute grounded out to 2b.  Bredice grounded out to ss.  Weiskopf grounded  out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Schumacher doubled to right field.  Zahrowski doubled to left center, RBI;  
Schumacher scored.  Fulton out at first 3b to 2b, SAC; Zahrowski advanced to  third.  Trodahl grounded 
out to ss, RBI; Zahrowski scored.  2 runs, 2 hits,  0 errors, 0 LOB. 
Eastern Oregon 12, Central Washington 4 (Apr. 4, 2000 at Ellensburg) 
 
Eastern Oregon inning 1  Pichette grounded out to 2b.  Brock grounded out to p.  Bacon hit by pitch.   
Christian reached on a fielder's choice to second base; Bacon out at second  2b to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl popped up to c.  Friese singled to shortstop.  Powell hit by pitch;  Friese 
advanced to second.  Johnston lined out to cf.  Lantau struck out,  reached first on a passed ball; Powell 
advanced to second; Friese advanced  to third.  Lloyd struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
Eastern Oregon inning 2  Ogawa doubled to left center.  Barnett grounded out to 3b.  Kaatz grounded  out 
to 3b.  Jergilewicz walked.  Pollastro grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Schumacher lined out to 1b.  Bahr walked.  Bahr advanced to second on an error by 
c, advanced to third.  Knight grounded out to 2b.  Trodahl singled  to left field, RBI; Bahr scored.  Friese 
singled to shortstop; Trodahl  advanced to second.  Powell flied out to rf.  1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
Eastern Oregon inning 3  Pichette lined out to rf.  Brock grounded out to c.  Bacon singled to left  field.  
Christian singled to center field; Bacon advanced to second.  Ogawa  singled to left center, RBI; Christian 
advanced to second; Bacon scored.   Barnett popped up to 1b.  1 run, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Johnston struck out swinging.  Lantau popped up to 2b.  Lloyd popped up to  1b.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Eastern Oregon inning 4  Kaatz singled to center field.  Jergilewicz walked; Kaatz advanced to  second.  
Pollastro reached on a fielder's choice to pitcher; Jergilewicz  advanced to second; Kaatz out at third p to 
3b.  Pichette reached on a  fielder's choice to second base; Pollastro out at second 2b to ss;  Jergilewicz 
advanced to third.  Brock singled to right field, RBI; Pichette  advanced to third; Jergilewicz scored.  Bacon 
singled to second base, RBI;  Brock advanced to second; Pichette scored.  Christian homered to right  
center, 3 RBI; Bacon scored; Brock scored.  Ogawa homered to center field,  RBI.  Burk to 1b for Barnett.  
Burk lined out to 3b.  6 runs, 5 hits, 0  errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Schumacher struck out looking.  Bahr popped up to 3b.  Knight singled to  center 
field.  Trodahl popped up to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Eastern Oregon inning 5  Christian to dh.  Avery to ss for Pollastro.  Kaatz doubled to left center.  
Jergilewicz struck out looking.  Avery grounded out to p.  Pichette popped  up to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Friese lined out to 3b.  Powell doubled to left center.  Johnston grounded  out to 2b; 
Powell advanced to third on a fielder's choice.  Powell scored on  an illegal pitch.  Lantau lined out to cf.  1 
run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Eastern Oregon inning 6  Vanwert to p for Bridges.  Brock walked.  Bacon out at first p to 2b, SAC;  Brock 
advanced to second.  Christian walked.  Ogawa reached on an error by  ss; Christian advanced to second; 
Brock advanced to third.  Burk reached on  an error by 1b; Ogawa advanced to second; Christian advanced 
to third; Brock  scored, unearned.  Kaatz reached on an error by 3b; Burk advanced to third;  Ogawa 
advanced to third, out at home lf to c; Christian scored, unearned.   Watson pinch hit for Jergilewicz.  
Watson reached on an error by 3b,  advanced to second; Kaatz advanced to third; Burk scored, unearned.  
Avery  singled to center field, 2 RBI; Watson scored, unearned; Kaatz scored,  unearned.  Pichette struck 
out swinging.  5 runs, 1 hit, 4 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Jergilewicz to 2b for Watson.  Lloyd doubled to left center.  Schumacher hit  by 
pitch.  Bahr struck out swinging.  Knight singled to right field;  Schumacher advanced to second; Lloyd 
advanced to third.  Trodahl popped up  to 2b.  Friese singled to shortstop, RBI; Knight advanced to second;  
Schumacher advanced to third; Lloyd scored.  Powell singled to left field,  RBI; Friese advanced to second; 
Knight advanced to third; Schumacher scored.  Johnston grounded out to 1b unassisted.  2 runs, 4 hits, 0 
errors, 3 LOB. 
Eastern Oregon 13, Central Washington 3 (Apr. 4, 2000 at Ellensburg) 
 
Eastern Oregon inning 1  Pichette doubled to right center, out at third rf to 2b to 3b.  Brock  singled to right 
field.  Bacon reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop;  Brock out at second ss to 2b.  Christian homered to 
left center, 2 RBI;  Bacon scored.  Ogawa popped up to rf.  2 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to 3b.  Friese struck out swinging.  Powell walked.   Peterson 
grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Eastern Oregon inning 2  Barnett flied out to rf.  Kaatz walked.  Jergilewicz singled to left field;  Kaatz 
advanced to second.  Burk singled to left field; Jergilewicz advanced  to second; Kaatz advanced to third.  
Pichette doubled to right center, 2  RBI; Burk advanced to third; Jergilewicz scored; Kaatz scored.  Brock 
out at  first 1b to 2b.  Bacon singled to right center, 2 RBI; Pichette scored; Burk  scored.  Christian lined 
out to rf.  4 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lloyd singled to right field.  Zahrowski reached on a fielder's choice to  third base; 
Lloyd out at second 3b to 2b.  Clink reached on a fielder's  choice to second base; Zahrowski out at second 
2b to ss.  Bahr grounded out  to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Eastern Oregon inning 3  Ogawa tripled to right center.  Barnett grounded out to 3b.  Kaatz singled  to left 
center, RBI; Ogawa scored.  Jergilewicz tripled to right center,  RBI; Kaatz scored.  Burk reached on an 
error by 3b; Jergilewicz scored on an  error by p, unearned.  Pichette flied out to rf.  Brock singled to right  
field, advanced to second on the throw; Burk advanced to third.  Bacon  doubled to left field, 2 RBI; Brock 
scored, unearned; Burk scored, unearned.  Christian singled to left field, RBI; Bacon scored, unearned.  
Vanwert to p  for Lloyd.  Ogawa doubled to right center; Christian advanced to third.   Barnett struck out 
looking.  6 runs, 7 hits, 2 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Pollastro to rf for Pichette.  Watson to cf for Brock.  Parker to lf for  Kaatz.  Avery 
to 2b for Jergilewicz.  Knight hit by pitch.  Schumacher to rf  for Knight.  Trodahl reached on a fielder's 
choice to pitcher; Schumacher  out at second p to 2b.  Friese singled to left center; Trodahl advanced to  
second.  Powell tripled to left center, 2 RBI; Friese scored; Trodahl  scored.  Powell scored on an error by 
c, unearned.  Peterson grounded out to  1b unassisted.  Vanwert walked.  Zahrowski walked; Vanwert 
advanced to  second.  Clink struck out swinging, out at first c to 1b.  3 runs, 2 hits, 1  error, 2 LOB. 
 
Eastern Oregon inning 4  Parker struck out swinging.  Avery popped up to ss.  Burk doubled to left  center.  
Pollastro struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Lantau to 2b for Bahr.  Lantau grounded out to 2b.  Schumacher popped up to  ss.  
Trodahl popped up to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Eastern Oregon inning 5  Watson grounded out to p.  Bacon reached on an error by rf.  Christian  struck out 
looking.  Ogawa doubled to center field, RBI; Bacon scored,  unearned.  Barnett lined out to 2b.  1 run, 1 
hit, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Friese singled to second base.  Powell reached on a fielder's choice to  pitcher; 
Friese out at second p to ss.  Peterson singled to right center;  Powell advanced to third.  Vanwert 
intentionally walked; Peterson advanced  to second.  Zahrowski grounded into double play 2b to 1b; 
Vanwert out on the  play.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
Humboldt State 9, Central Washington 1 (Apr. 7, 2000 at Arcata) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl struck out swinging.  Friese out at first p to 2b.  Powell struck  out looking.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 1  Morgan grounded out to 3b.  Tursky grounded out to 1b unassisted.  
Maher  grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lantau tripled to right center.  Lloyd struck out swinging.  Bridges hit by  pitch.  
Bridges stole second.  Schumacher popped up to ss.  Zahrowski hit by  pitch.  Bahr struck out swinging.  0 
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 2  Pleasant grounded out to ss.  Marroquin grounded out to 3b.  
Sosinski grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Trodahl struck out looking.  Friese singled to third base.  Powell singled  to right 
center; Friese advanced to second.  Lantau reached on a fielder's  choice; Powell out at second 2b 
unassisted, interference.  Lloyd singled to left center; Lantau advanced to second; Friese advanced to third.  
Bridges  flied out to cf.  0 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 3  Delsman grounded out to ss.  B. Cope struck out swinging.  Corriea 
reached  on an error by ss.  Morgan singled to left center; Corriea advanced to  second.  Tursky lined out to 
p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Schumacher struck out swinging.  Zahrowski grounded out to 2b.  Bahr  grounded 
out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 4  Maher reached on an error by 1b.  Sall pinch ran for Maher.  
Pleasant  reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Sall advanced to second on an  error by ss, advanced to 
third.  Pleasant stole second; Sall stole home,  unearned.  Marroquin walked.  High pinch ran for 
Marroquin.  Sosinski out at  first 3b to 2b, SAC; High advanced to second; Pleasant advanced to third.   
High advanced to third on a wild pitch; Pleasant scored, unearned.  Delsman  reached on a fielder's choice 
to third base; High out at home 3b to ss to c  to 3b to c.  B. Cope walked; Delsman advanced to second.  
Corriea singled to  left field, RBI; B. Cope advanced to second; Delsman scored, unearned.   Corriea 
advanced to second on a passed ball; B. Cope advanced to third.   Morgan singled to left field, 2 RBI; 
Corriea scored, unearned; B. Cope  scored, unearned.  Tursky grounded out to 2b.  5 runs, 2 hits, 2 errors, 1  
LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Maher to c for Sall.  Marroquin to ss for High.  Trodahl grounded out to 3b.  Friese 
reached on an error by 3b.  Powell grounded out to ss.  Lantau  grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 
LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 5  Maher singled to left center.  Pleasant singled to left field; Maher  
advanced to second.  Marroquin lined out to cf.  Sosinski singled to center  field; Pleasant advanced to 
second; Maher advanced to third.  Delsman lined  out to lf.  B. Cope singled to right field, RBI; Sosinski 
advanced to  second; Pleasant advanced to third; Maher scored.  Corriea grounded out to  p.  1 run, 4 hits, 0 
errors, 3 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Lloyd grounded out to 2b.  Bridges doubled to right center.  Clink pinch ran  for 
Bridges.  Schumacher out at first 3b to ss to 1b.  Zahrowski singled to  right field, RBI; Clink scored.  Bahr 
struck out swinging.  1 run, 2 hits, 0  errors, 1 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 6  Bridges to p for Clink.  Morgan walked.  Tursky reached on a 
fielder's  choice to second base; Morgan out at second 2b to ss.  Maher popped up to  2b.  Pleasant singled 
to left field; Tursky advanced to second.  Marroquin  singled to center field; Pleasant advanced to second; 
Tursky advanced to  third.  Sosinski singled to center field, 2 RBI; Marroquin advanced to  second; 
Pleasant scored; Tursky scored.  Delsman singled to left center;  Sosinski advanced to second; Marroquin 
advanced to third.  B. Cope hit by  pitch; Delsman advanced to second; Sosinski advanced to third; 
Marroquin  scored.  3 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
Humboldt State 4, Central Washington 2 (Apr. 7, 2000 at Arcata) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl popped up to 2b.  Friese singled to right field.  Friese stole  second.  Powell 
struck out swinging.  Lantau singled to left field; Friese  advanced to third, out at home lf to c.  0 runs, 2 
hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 1  Morgan singled to shortstop.  Tursky grounded out to ss.  Maher 
grounded out  to ss.  Pleasant struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Johnston homered to left center, RBI.  Zahrowski grounded out to 2b.   Schumacher 
popped up to lf.  Brown grounded out to 2b.  1 run, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 2  Marroquin grounded out to ss.  Sosinski doubled to left field.  B. 
Cope  singled to right field; Sosinski advanced to third.  B. Cope stole second.   Delsman singled to third 
base.  Corriea singled to center field, RBI; Delsman advanced to second; B. Cope advanced to third; 
Sosinski scored.   Morgan popped up to lf.  Tursky popped up to lf.  1 run, 4 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Bahr doubled to right center.  Trodahl grounded out to 2b; Bahr advanced to  third.  
Friese grounded out to 2b.  Powell singled to shortstop, RBI; Bahr  scored.  Lantau struck out swinging.  1 
run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 3  Maher lined out to rf.  Pleasant walked.  Marroquin grounded into 
double  play ss to 2b to 1b; Pleasant out on the play.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Johnston flied out to rf.  Zahrowski struck out swinging.  Schumacher lined  out to 
lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 4  Sosinski doubled to left field.  B. Cope popped up to 3b.  Delsman 
lined out  to cf.  Corriea doubled to right center, RBI; Sosinski scored.  Morgan flied  out to cf.  1 run, 2 
hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Brown singled to left field.  Fulton pinch ran for Brown.  Bahr out at first  3b to 2b, 
SAC; Fulton advanced to second.  Trodahl singled to center field,  advanced to second on the throw; Fulton 
advanced to third.  Kendall to p for  Limon.  Friese reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Trodahl 
advanced  to third; Fulton out at home ss to c.  Trodahl out at home c unassisted.  0  runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 5  Tursky grounded out to 3b.  Maher homered to left center, RBI.  
Pleasant  homered to right center, RBI.  Marroquin popped up to 3b.  Sosinski popped  up to 1b.  2 runs, 2 
hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  High to 2b for Marroquin.  Sosinski to ss.  Powell walked.  Lantau popped up  to 1b.  
Johnston reached on a fielder's choice to pitcher; Powell out at  second p to ss.  Zahrowski lined out to 1b.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIV. inning 6  B. Cope flied out to cf.  Delsman popped up to 1b.  Corriea lined 
out to 3b.   0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Schumacher struck out looking.  Brown to dh for Fulton.  Brown popped up to  ss.  
Bahr flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 3, Western Oregon 2 (Apr. 9 at Monmouth) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl reached on an error by ss.  Friese grounded out to ss; Trodahl  advanced to 
second.  Trodahl advanced to third on a wild pitch.  Powell  walked.  Powell stole second.  Lantau struck 
out looking.  Powell advanced  to third on a wild pitch; Trodahl scored, unearned.  Johnston popped up to  
c.  1 run, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 1  Hawkins lined out to lf.  Healy struck out swinging.  Demos 
grounded out to  3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lloyd popped up to cf.  Zahrowski walked.  Bahr popped up to ss.  Knight  walked; 
Zahrowski advanced to second.  Trodahl struck out looking.  0 runs,  0 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 2  Everhart grounded out to p.  Goll struck out looking.  Cumming 
flied out to  lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Friese grounded out to 2b.  Powell grounded out to ss.  Lantau grounded out  to ss.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 3  Rinaker walked.  Wells reached on an error by 2b; Rinaker 
advanced to  second.  Hinds reached on a fielder's choice to catcher; Wells advanced to  second; Rinaker 
out at second c to ss.  Hawkins reached on an error by ss;  Hinds advanced to third; Wells scored, unearned.  
Hawkins out at second c to  ss, caught stealing.  Healy struck out swinging.  1 run, 0 hits, 2 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Johnston grounded out to 2b.  Lloyd singled to left field.  Zahrowski popped  up to 
ss.  Bahr grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 4  Demos struck out swinging.  Everhart lined out to lf.  Goll 
grounded out to  p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Knight singled to third base.  Trodahl reached on an error by 3b, SAC;  Knight 
advanced to third.  Friese singled to left field, RBI; Trodahl  advanced to second; Knight scored.  Powell 
reached on a fielder's choice to  third base; Friese advanced to second; Trodahl out at third 3b unassisted.   
Lantau popped up to 1b.  Johnston reached on a fielder's choice to  shortstop; Powell out at second ss to 2b.  
1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 5  Cumming lined out to lf.  Rinaker grounded out to 2b.  Wells 
popped up to  cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Lloyd reached on an error by 3b, advanced to second.  Zahrowski out at first  1b to 
2b, SAC; Lloyd advanced to third.  Bahr singled to center field, RBI;  Lloyd scored, unearned.  Knight 
singled to pitcher; Bahr advanced to second.  Knight advanced to second on a fielder's choice; Bahr out at 
third c to 3b,  caught stealing.  Trodahl grounded out to 2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 1  LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 6  Hinds flied out to rf.  Hawkins walked.  Healy grounded out to 2b; 
Hawkins  advanced to second.  Demos doubled to right center, RBI; Hawkins scored.   Everhart singled to 
left field; Demos advanced to third.  Goll hit by pitch;  Everhart advanced to second.  Cumming flied out to 
lf.  1 run, 2 hits, 0  errors, 3 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Friese singled to shortstop.  Powell lined out to cf.  Lantau singled to  right center, 
advanced to second on the throw; Friese advanced to third.   Johnston flied out to cf.  Lloyd flied out to cf.  
0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors,  2 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 7  Rinaker popped up to cf.  Wells struck out swinging.  Hinds flied 
out to cf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
Central Washington 11, Western Oregon 8 (Apr. 9, 2000 at Monmouth) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl popped up to ss.  Friese singled to third base, advanced to second  on an 
error by 2b.  Powell walked.  Johnston doubled to left center, RBI;  Powell advanced to third; Friese scored.  
Lloyd singled to left field, out  at second 3b to c to ss to rf, RBI; Johnston out at second 3b to c to ss;  
Powell scored.  2 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 1  Hawkins popped up to ss.  Healy lined out to cf.  Demos flied out 
to lf.  0  runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.       WILDCATS inning 2  Zahrowski flied out to cf.  Schumacher 
popped up to ss.  Bahr grounded out  to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 2  Everhart walked.  Goll struck out looking.  Cumming singled to 
left field;  Everhart advanced to second.  Rinaker reached on a fielder's choice to  pitcher; Cumming 
advanced to second; Everhart out at third p to 3b.  Wells  grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Knight grounded out to 2b.  Trodahl grounded out to 2b.  Friese singled to  
shortstop.  Powell reached on a fielder's choice to second base; Friese out  at second 2b unassisted.  0 runs, 
1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB.   WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 3  Core out at first c to 2b.  Hawkins singled 
to right field.  Healy flied out  to lf.  Demos grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Johnston grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Lloyd walked.  Zahrowski out at  first 3b to 
2b, SAC; Lloyd advanced to second.  Schumacher popped up to cf.   0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 4  Everhart grounded out to 2b.  Goll popped up to 1b.  Cumming 
singled to left  field.  Rinaker grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Bahr singled to center field.  Knight out at first p to 2b, SAC; Bahr  advanced to 
second.  Trodahl reached on a fielder's choice to second base;  Bahr advanced to third.  Friese doubled to 
right center, 2 RBI; Trodahl  scored; Bahr scored.  Powell singled to shortstop; Friese advanced to third.  
Johnston reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop, SAC; Powell advanced  to second.  Fulton pinch ran for 
Johnston.  Lloyd tripled to left field, 3  RBI; Fulton scored; Powell scored; Friese scored.  DuPree to p for 
Friess.   Zahrowski reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Lloyd out at home ss  to c.  Schumacher 
grounded out to ss.  5 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 5  Wells singled to left field.  Core grounded into double play p to ss 
to 1b;  Wells out on the play.  Hawkins grounded out to 1b unassisted.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Peterson pinch hit for Bahr.  Peterson popped up to 1b.  Bahr to 3b for  Peterson.  
Knight walked.  Trodahl singled to second base; Knight advanced  to second.  Brown pinch hit for Friese.  
Brown walked; Trodahl advanced to  second; Knight advanced to third.  Powell reached on a fielder's 
choice to  pitcher; Brown advanced to second; Trodahl advanced to third; Knight out at  home p to c.  
Johnston to dh for Fulton.  Johnston walked, RBI; Powell  advanced to second; Brown advanced to third; 
Trodahl scored.  Lloyd reached  on a fielder's choice to third base; Johnston advanced to second; Powell out  
at third 3b unassisted.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 6  Friese to 1b for Brown.  Healy grounded out to 2b.  Demos 
doubled to right  center.  Everhart grounded out to p.  Goll reached on an error by ss; Demos  scored, 
unearned.  Cumming singled to left field; Goll advanced to second.   Rinaker grounded out to 3b.  1 run, 2 
hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Zahrowski doubled to right center.  Schumacher singled to left center;  Zahrowski 
advanced to third.  Bahr reached on a fielder's choice to  shortstop, advanced to second on the throw, RBI; 
Schumacher advanced to third; Zahrowski scored.  Knight lined out to 1b.  Trodahl reached on a  fielder's 
choice to third base; Bahr advanced to third; Schumacher out at  home 3b to c.  Friese tripled to left center, 
2 RBI; Trodahl scored; Bahr  scored.  Powell walked.  Clink to c for Johnston.  Lantau for Clink.  Clink  
grounded out to 2b.  3 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WESTERN OREGON UNIV. inning 7  Wells singled to center field.  McCormick pinch hit for Core.  
McCormick  reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Wells out at second ss to 2b.   Core to rf for 
McCormick.  Hawkins singled to left field; Core advanced to  second.  Healy singled to center field; 
Hawkins advanced to second; Core  advanced to third.  Demos singled to left field, RBI; Healy advanced to  
second; Hawkins advanced to third; Core scored.  Everhart singled to center  field, RBI; Demos advanced 
to second; Healy advanced to third; Hawkins  scored.  Goll reached on a fielder's choice to second base, 
RBI; Everhart  out at second 2b to ss; Demos advanced to third; Healy scored.  Cumming  doubled to right 
center, RBI; Goll advanced to third; Demos scored.  Rinaker  singled to right field, RBI; Cumming 
advanced to third; Goll scored.   Vanwert to p for Lloyd.  Wells doubled to left center, out at second lf to  ss 
to 2b, 2 RBI; Rinaker scored; Cumming scored.  7 runs, 8 hits, 0 errors,  0 LOB. 
St. Martin's 4, Central Washington 2 (Apr. 19,2000 at Ellensburg) 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 1  Thomas lined out to 3b.  Erickson struck out swinging.  Rhoades 
singled to  shortstop.  Roth popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to 3b.  Friese singled to left field.  Powell popped up  to p.  
Johnston grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 2  Magnusson grounded out to ss.  Tucker grounded out to 2b.  Fox 
grounded out  to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lantau flied out to rf.  Zahrowski singled to left field.  Knight popped up  to 1b.  
Schumacher flied out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 3  Koehler popped up to rf.  Olinger grounded out to 2b.  Thomas 
struck out  swinging, reached first on an error by c.  Erickson popped up to 3b.  0  runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 
LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Brown lined out to 1b.  Trodahl singled to left field.  Friese singled to  left field; 
Trodahl advanced to second.  Powell struck out swinging.   Johnston grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 4  Rhoades singled to center field.  Roth reached on a fielder's choice 
to  third base; Rhoades out at second 3b to ss.  Magnusson reached on an error  by p, SAC; Roth advanced 
to second.  Anderson pinch ran for Roth.  Tucker  reached on a fielder's choice to third base; Magnusson 
advanced to second;  Anderson out at third 3b unassisted.  Fox popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1  error, 2 
LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Roth to c for Anderson.  Lantau lined out to 1b.  Zahrowski grounded out to  p.  
Knight struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 5  Koehler singled to shortstop.  Olinger reached on a fielder's choice 
to  third base; Koehler out at second 3b to 2b.  Thomas struck out looking.   Erickson popped up to ss.  0 
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Schumacher singled to center field.  Brown out at first 1b to 2b, SAC;  Schumacher 
advanced to second.  Trodahl singled to shortstop.  Friese struck  out swinging.  Powell reached on an error 
by 2b; Trodahl scored, unearned;  Schumacher scored, unearned.  Johnston grounded out to 3b.  2 runs, 2 
hits,  1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 6  Rhoades singled to center field.  Roth grounded out to 1b 
unassisted,  interference; Rhoades advanced to second.  Volk to 1b for Roth.  Magnusson  to c.  Magnusson 
reached on an error by 2b, out at second cf to ss to 2b;  Rhoades scored, unearned.  Tucker singled to center 
field.  Fox struck out  looking.  1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Lantau lined out to rf.  Zahrowski singled to left field.  Knight singled to  center 
field; Zahrowski advanced to second.  Schumacher struck out swinging.   Brown popped up to 2b.  0 runs, 
2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 7  Koehler singled to left center.  Olinger reached on an error by cf; 
Koehler  advanced to second.  Thomas walked; Olinger advanced to second; Koehler  advanced to third.  
Erickson singled to left field, RBI; Thomas advanced to  second; Olinger advanced to third; Koehler 
scored.  Rhoades popped up to 1b,  SAC, RBI; Erickson advanced to second; Thomas advanced to third; 
Olinger  scored, unearned.  Volk flied out to rf; Erickson advanced to third; Thomas  scored on an error by 
rf, unearned.  Erickson scored on a wild pitch,  unearned.  Magnusson grounded out to ss.  4 runs, 2 hits, 2 
errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Trodahl lined out to 3b.  Friese grounded out to p.  Powell singled to right  field, 
advanced to second on an error by rf.  Peterson to dh for Johnston.   Peterson grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 
hit, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 9, St. Martin's 7 (Apr. 19, 2000 at Ellensburg) 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 1  Thomas grounded out to 3b.  Erickson popped up to ss.  Rhoades 
grounded out  to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl singled to right field.  Friese reached on an error by ss; Trodahl  advanced 
to second.  Powell walked; Friese advanced to second; Trodahl  advanced to third.  Lantau doubled to 
center field, 2 RBI; Powell advanced  to third; Friese scored, unearned; Trodahl scored.  Zahrowski struck 
out  swinging.  Peterson reached on an error by 2b, SAC; Lantau advanced to  third; Powell scored, 
unearned.  Knight singled to right field; Peterson  advanced to second.  Schumacher lined into double play 
ss to 1b; Knight out on the play.  3 runs, 3 hits, 2 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 2  Roth popped up to cf.  Magnusson doubled to right center.  Tucker 
grounded  out to 2b; Magnusson advanced to third on a fielder's choice.  Koehler  grounded out to ss.  0 
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Clink singled to left field.  Trodahl singled to shortstop; Clink advanced  to second.  
Friese grounded out to c unassisted, interference.  Powell  struck out swinging.  Lantau reached on an error 
by lf, advanced to second;  Trodahl advanced to third; Clink scored, unearned.  Zahrowski popped up to  
3b.  1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 3  Thielen struck out looking.  Olinger flied out to lf.  Thomas struck 
out  looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Peterson singled to center field.  Kamieniecki pinch ran for Peterson.   Knight lined 
out to 2b.  Schumacher reached on a fielder's choice to  shortstop; Kamieniecki out at second ss to 2b.  
Clink grounded out to ss.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 4  Erickson reached on an error by p.  Rhoades reached on an error by 
3b;  Erickson advanced to third.  Dropped foul ball, E2.  Roth singled to left  field, RBI; Rhoades advanced 
to second; Erickson scored, unearned.   Magnusson doubled to right center, RBI; Roth advanced to third; 
Rhoades  scored, unearned.  Tucker doubled to center field, 2 RBI; Magnusson scored,  unearned; Roth 
scored, unearned.  Koehler grounded out to p.  Thielen struck  out looking.  Olinger flied out to lf.  4 runs, 3 
hits, 3 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Trodahl grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Friese reached on an error by ss.   Powell 
homered to right center, 2 RBI; Friese scored, unearned.  Lantau  doubled to right center, out at third cf to 
ss to 3b.  Zahrowski flied out  to rf.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 5  Thomas grounded out to p.  Erickson singled to third base.  
Rhoades flied  out to rf.  Roth singled to center field; Erickson advanced to second.   Magnusson popped up 
to 3b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Peterson to dh for Kamieniecki.  Peterson popped up to 2b.  Knight singled  to 
center field.  Schumacher flied out to cf.  Clink singled to right field;  Knight advanced to second.  Trodahl 
grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0  errors, 2 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 6  Tucker walked.  Koehler grounded out to 3b; Tucker advanced to 
second on a  fielder's choice.  Thielen struck out swinging, out at first c to 1b; Tucker  advanced to third on 
a passed ball.  Olinger singled to pitcher, RBI; Tucker  scored.  Thomas singled to left field; Olinger 
advanced to second.  Erickson  popped up to 2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Friese singled to second base.  Powell homered to center field, 2 RBI;  Friese 
scored.  Lantau singled to third base.  Zahrowski singled to right  center; Lantau advanced to second.  
Thielen.  Tucker to p.  Peterson singled  to right center, RBI; Zahrowski advanced to second; Lantau 
scored.  Knight  reached on a fielder's choice to third base; Peterson advanced to second;  Zahrowski out at 
third 3b unassisted.  Schumacher reached on a fielder's  choice to second base; Knight out at second 2b 
unassisted; Peterson advanced 
  to third.  Clink out at first 1b to 2b.  3 runs, 5 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 7  Rhoades grounded out to ss.  Roth hit by pitch.  Sagon pinch ran for 
Roth.   Magnusson singled to left field; Sagon advanced to second.  Dropped foul  ball, E3.  Tucker singled 
to left field, RBI; Magnusson advanced to second;  Sagon scored, unearned.  Koehler reached on an error 
by 2b; Tucker advanced  to second; Magnusson scored, unearned.  Thielen reached on a fielder's  choice to 
shortstop; Koehler out at second ss to 2b; Tucker advanced to  third.  Olinger struck out looking.  2 runs, 2 
hits, 2 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 6, Simon Fraser 5 (Apr. 20, 2000 at White Rock) 
 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl popped up to ss.  Friese out at first p to 2b.  Powell singled to  center field.  
Johnston flied out to rf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 1  Berry grounded out to ss.  Brooks walked.  Lichty singled to left field;  Brooks 
advanced to second.  Bodenbender popped up to 3b.  Jamieson reached  on a fielder's choice to third base; 
Lichty advanced to second; Brooks out  at third 3b unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lantau grounded out to ss.  Zahrowski flied out to rf.  Knight grounded out  to 3b.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 2  Rossiter struck out swinging.  Taylor struck out swinging.  Cumpstone  singled to 
right center.  Cumpstone stole second.  Peebles walked.   Cumpstone out at second c to 2b, picked off.  0 
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Schumacher homered to right center, RBI.  Brown singled to left field.   Trodahl 
singled to pitcher; Brown advanced to second.  Friese singled to  right field; Trodahl advanced to second; 
Brown advanced to third.  Powell  walked, RBI; Friese advanced to second; Trodahl advanced to third; 
Brown  scored.  Johnston struck out swinging.  Lantau reached on a fielder's choice  to shortstop, RBI; 
Powell advanced to second; Friese out at third ss to 3b;  Trodahl scored.  Zahrowski reached on a fielder's 
choice to shortstop;  Lantau out at second ss unassisted.  3 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 3  Berry lined out to p.  Brooks struck out swinging.  Lichty walked.   Bodenbender 
walked; Lichty advanced to second.  Bodenbender advanced to  second on a passed ball; Lichty advanced 
to third.  Jamieson walked.   Rossiter walked, RBI; Jamieson advanced to second; Bodenbender advanced 
to third; Lichty scored.  Taylor flied out to cf.  1 run, 0 hits, 0 errors, 3  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Knight grounded out to p.  Schumacher walked.  Schumacher stole second.  Brown 
lined out to cf.  Trodahl grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 4  Cumpstone flied out to rf.  Peebles reached on an error by 2b.  Berry  reached on a 
fielder's choice to shortstop; Peebles out at second ss to 2b.   Berry out at second c to ss, caught stealing.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Friese grounded out to p.  Powell doubled to right center.  Johnston singled  to left 
field; Powell advanced to third.  Lantau flied out to cf, SAC, RBI;  Powell scored.  Zahrowski walked; 
Johnston advanced to second.  Knight  grounded out to ss.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 5  Brooks struck out looking.  Lichty singled to left field.  Bodenbender  singled to left 
field; Lichty advanced to second.  Jamieson reached on an  error by rf; Bodenbender advanced to second; 
Lichty advanced to third.   Rossiter flied out to rf, SAC, RBI; Lichty scored, unearned.  Taylor lined  out to 
2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Schumacher grounded out to 3b.  Brown singled to left field.  Trodahl  grounded out 
to 2b; Brown advanced to second on a fielder's choice.  Friese  singled to right field; Brown advanced to 
third.  Powell flied out to cf.  0  runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 6  Cumpstone grounded out to ss.  Peebles walked.  Berry reached on an error by  2b, 
SAC; Peebles advanced to second.  Brooks singled to right field, RBI;  Berry advanced to second; Peebles 
scored.  Lichty singled to left field,  RBI; Brooks advanced to second; Berry scored, unearned.  
Bodenbender singled  to left field, RBI; Lichty advanced to second; Brooks scored.  Jamieson  popped up 
to p.  Bodenbender advanced to second on a wild pitch; Lichty  advanced to third.  Rossiter popped up to 
1b.  3 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 2  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Johnston grounded out to ss.  Lantau doubled to right center.  Zahrowski  reached on 
a fielder's choice to pitcher; Lantau advanced to third on a  fielder's choice.  Zahrowski stole second, 
advanced to third on the throw;  Lantau stole home.  Knight walked.  Knight stole second.  Schumacher 
flied  out to cf, SAC, RBI; Knight advanced to third; Zahrowski scored.  Brown  grounded out to 2b.  2 
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 7  Taylor popped up to 1b.  Cumpstone doubled to left field.  Swanson pinch ran  for 
Cumpstone.  Peebles grounded out to 2b; Swanson advanced to third on a  fielder's choice.  Berry grounded 
out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser 9, Central Washington 5 (Apr. 20,2000 at White Rock) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to p.  Friese singled to shortstop.  Powell grounded  out to ss.  
Friese stole second.  Peterson grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 1  Berry reached on an error by 2b.  Brooks out at first p to 2b, SAC; Berry  advanced 
to second.  Lichty singled to third base; Berry advanced to third.   Lichty stole second.  Bodenbender flied 
out to lf.  Jamieson flied out to  cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lantau lined out to rf.  Zahrowski singled to left field.  Knight singled to  center 
field; Zahrowski advanced to second.  Schumacher homered to center  field, 3 RBI; Knight scored; 
Zahrowski scored.  Brown struck out swinging.   Trodahl grounded out to 2b.  3 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 0 
LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 2  Rossiter struck out looking.  Taylor singled to center field, advanced to  second on 
an error by cf.  Cumpstone flied out to cf.  Peebles walked.   Berry grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 
error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Friese singled to third base.  Powell homered to left center, 2 RBI; Friese  scored.  
Peterson singled to right center.  Lantau grounded out to 2b.   Zahrowski walked; Peterson advanced to 
second.  Knight singled to pitcher;  Zahrowski advanced to second; Peterson advanced to third.  
Schumacher struck  out swinging.  Brown grounded out to 3b.  2 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 3  Brooks lined out to cf.  Lichty doubled to right center.  Bodenbender  singled to 
center field; Lichty advanced to third.  Jamieson popped up to p.  Rossiter walked; Bodenbender advanced 
to second.  Taylor singled to right  field, RBI; Rossiter advanced to second; Bodenbender advanced to 
third;  Lichty scored.  Taylor advanced to second on a wild pitch; Rossiter advance  to third; Bodenbender 
scored.  Cumpstone walked.  Peebles grounded out to  ss.  2 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Trodahl lined out to 3b.  Friese singled to shortstop.  Friese stole second.  Powell 
struck out swinging, out at first c to 1b; Friese advanced to third  on a fielder's choice.  Peterson grounded 
out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 4  Berry singled to pitcher.  Brooks singled to right field; Berry advanced to  second.  
Lichty singled to left field; Brooks advanced to second; Berry  advanced to third.  Lichty advanced to 
second on a wild pitch; Brooks  advanced to third; Berry scored.  Bodenbender walked, advanced to second 
on  a wild pitch; Lichty scored; Brooks scored.  Jamieson reached on an error by  p, advanced to second; 
Bodenbender scored, unearned.  Trodahl to p.   Kamieniecki to c for Lantau.  Schumacher to lf.  Delgado to 
rf for Vanwert.   Rossiter struck out looking.  Taylor walked.  Cumpstone singled to left  field; Taylor 
advanced to second; Jamieson advanced to third.  Peebles flied  out to rf.  Berry reached on a fielder's 
choice to second base; Cumpstone  out at second 2b unassisted, interference.  4 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 3 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Kamieniecki struck out swinging.  Zahrowski grounded out to 1b unassisted.   
Knight out at first 1b to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 5  Brooks singled to center field.  Lichty walked; Brooks advanced to second.   
Bodenbender out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Lichty advanced to second; Brooks  advanced to third.  Jamieson 
reached on an error by 3b, advanced to second  on the throw; Lichty scored, unearned; Brooks scored, 
unearned.  Rossiter  grounded out to 2b; Jamieson advanced to third on a fielder's choice.   Jamieson scored 
on a wild pitch, unearned.  Taylor walked.  Cumpstone  grounded out to p.  3 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Schumacher walked.  Brown popped up to 2b.  Trodahl out at first p to 2b,  SAC; 
Schumacher advanced to second.  Friese flied out to cf.  0 runs, 0  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Simon Fraser inning 6  Peebles grounded out to p.  Berry flied out to rf.  Brooks singled to left  center.  
Lichty reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Brooks out at  second ss unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Powell singled to left center.  Delgado pinch hit for Peterson.  Vessey  pinch hit for 
Kamieniecki.  Delgado struck out swinging.  Vessey reached on  a fielder's choice to third base; Powell out 
at second 3b to 2b.  Zahrowski  lined out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Western Washington 11, Central Washington 1 (Apr. 22, 2000 at Ellensburg) 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 1  Joseph fouled out to 3b.  Varney lined out to 2b.  Greenen 
grounded out to  2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to 2b.  Friese out at first p to 2b.  Powell singled to  shortstop.  
Lantau grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 2  Hoeschen flied out to rf.  Posey reached on an error by 3b.  Posey 
stole  second.  Jensen walked.  Herd homered to center field, 3 RBI; Jensen scored;  Posey scored, 
unearned.  Taylor singled to left field.  Puz fouled out to  1b.  Joseph singled to left field; Taylor advanced 
to second.  Varney  grounded out to 1b unassisted.  3 runs, 3 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Johnston grounded out to ss.  Zahrowski singled to left field.  Zahrowski  out at first 
c to 1b, picked off.  Knight grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit,  0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 3  Greenen grounded out to ss.  Hoeschen doubled to left center.  
Posey lined  out to rf.  Jensen singled to center field; Hoeschen advanced to third, out  at home cf to c.  0 
runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Schumacher grounded out to c.  Bahr lined out to cf.  Trodahl grounded out  to 2b.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 4  Herd singled to left center.  Herd stole second.  Taylor struck out  
swinging.  Puz singled to right field; Herd advanced to third.  Puz stole  second.  Joseph grounded out to 
2b.  Varney singled to left field, RBI; Puz  advanced to third; Herd scored.  Varney stole second.  Greenen 
walked.   Hoeschen lined out to 2b.  1 run, 3 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Friese struck out swinging.  Powell popped up to 2b.  Lantau walked.   Johnston 
lined out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 5  Posey grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Jensen out at first 3b to 2b.  
Herd  doubled to center field.  Taylor walked.  Puz singled to left field, RBI;  Taylor advanced to second; 
Herd scored.  Joseph grounded out to ss.  1 run,  2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Truitt to p for Grant.  Williams to cf for Varney.  Zahrowski singled to  center field.  
Zahrowski advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Knight struck  out swinging.  Schumacher doubled to right 
center, RBI; Zahrowski scored.   Bahr struck out swinging.  Trodahl flied out to rf.  1 run, 2 hits, 0  errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 6  Williams popped up to 3b.  Greenen struck out swinging.  
Hoeschen singled to  center field.  Hoeschen out at second c to ss, caught stealing.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 0 
LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Friese singled to left field.  Powell struck out swinging.  Lantau flied out  to cf.  
Johnston struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 7  Posey tripled to left center.  Jensen reached on an error by ss; 
Posey  scored, unearned.  Peterson to dh for Jensen.  Herd reached on an error by  ss; Peterson advanced to 
second.  Adamo pinch hit for Taylor.  Adamo lined  out to 3b.  Puz singled to center field, RBI; Herd 
advanced to second;  Peterson scored, unearned.  Joseph singled to third base; Puz advanced to  second; 
Herd advanced to third.  Williams tripled to right field, 3 RBI;  Joseph scored, unearned; Puz scored, 
unearned; Herd scored, unearned.   Greenen reached on a fielder's choice to pitcher; Williams scored on an  
error by c, unearned.  Hoeschen singled to right field; Greenen advanced to  second.  Posey flied out to lf.  
Peterson struck out swinging.  6 runs, 5  hits, 3 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Taylor to ss for Adamo.  Zahrowski struck out swinging.  Knight singled to  pitcher.  
Schumacher flied out to cf.  Bahr struck out looking.  0 runs, 1  hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 5, Western Washington 3 (Apr. 22, 2000 at Ellensburg) 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 1  Joseph grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Varney grounded out to 
1b unassisted.   Greenen grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl fouled out to 3b.  Friese out at first 3b to 2b.  Powell struck out  swinging.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 2  Hoeschen struck out looking.  Jensen singled to center field.  
Posey reached  on an error by 3b; Jensen advanced to second.  Herd singled to right field,  RBI; Posey 
advanced to second, advanced to third on an error by rf; Jensen  scored.  Herd out at second c to ss, caught 
stealing.  Taylor grounded out  to 2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 2 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lantau grounded out to ss.  Brown grounded out to ss.  Zahrowski lined out  to 1b.  
0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 3  Puz singled to left field.  Joseph singled to third base; Puz 
advanced to  second.  Varney out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Joseph advanced to second; Puz  advanced to third.  
Greenen grounded out to ss.  Hoeschen doubled to right  center, 2 RBI; Joseph scored; Puz scored.  Jensen 
lined out to lf.  2 runs,  3 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Knight struck out swinging.  Schumacher grounded out to ss.  Bahr grounded  out to 
ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 4  Posey out at first 1b to 2b.  Herd struck out looking.  Taylor 
grounded out  to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Trodahl walked.  Friese singled to third base; Trodahl advanced to second.   Powell 
tripled to right center, scored on an error by ss, 2 RBI; Friese  scored; Trodahl scored.  Lantau popped up to 
p.  Brown flied out to cf.   Zahrowski singled to right field.  Knight grounded out to 2b.  3 runs, 3  hits, 1 
error, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 5  Puz grounded out to 3b.  Joseph doubled to center field.  Varney 
out at  first 1b to 2b, SAC; Joseph advanced to third.  Greenen grounded out to 3b.   0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Schumacher flied out to lf.  Bahr struck out swinging.  Trodahl walked.   Trodahl 
out at second c to 2b, picked off.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 6  Hoeschen grounded out to ss.  Jensen grounded out to ss.  Posey 
singled to  left field.  Herd popped up to 3b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Friese singled to left field.  Powell reached on an error by 3b, SAC,  advanced to 
second; Friese scored, unearned.  Lantau tripled to right  center, RBI; Powell scored, unearned.  Mills to p 
for Kickenapp.  Greenen to dh.  Jensen to c.  Brown struck out swinging.  Zahrowski reached on a  fielder's 
choice to second base; Lantau out at home 2b to c.  Zahrowski  advanced to second on a wild pitch.  Knight 
grounded out to 2b.  2 runs, 2  hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WESTERN WASHINGTON U inning 7  Taylor popped up to 1b.  Puz popped up to 3b.  Joseph singled to 
center  field.  Varney flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 9, Whitworth 0 (Apr. 26, 2000 at Spokane) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl out at first p to 2b.  Friese singled to left field.  Friese stole  second.  Powell 
doubled to left center, RBI; Friese scored.  Lantau flied  out to lf; Powell advanced to third.  Peterson 
grounded out to ss.  1 run, 2  hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Whitworth College inning 1  Buck popped up to ss.  Caldwell tripled to center field.  Pearson flied out  to 
lf.  Tang walked.  Tang advanced to second on a passed ball.  Fay struck  out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Zahrowski lined out to cf.  Knight lined out to 2b.  Schumacher singled to  center 
field.  Vessey singled to shortstop; Schumacher advanced to second.   Trodahl grounded out to c.  0 runs, 2 
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Whitworth College inning 2  Stringer struck out swinging.  Freed grounded out to p.  Ewing out at first  c to 
2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Friese reached on an error by 3b.  Friese stole second, advanced to third on  an error 
by c.  Powell singled to left field, advanced to second on an error  by lf, RBI; Friese scored, unearned.  
Lantau lined out to 3b.  Peterson  grounded out to 3b; Powell advanced to third.  Zahrowski reached on an 
error  by ss; Powell scored, unearned.  Zahrowski out at second c to ss, caught  stealing.  2 runs, 1 hit, 4 
errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Whitworth College inning 3  Klingeman grounded out to ss.  Buck singled to shortstop.  Caldwell popped  
up to 1b.  Buck out at second c to ss, caught stealing.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Knight lined out to cf.  Schumacher singled to left field.  Vessey lined out  to ss.  
Trodahl grounded out to 1b unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
Whitworth College inning 4  Pearson fouled out to 1b.  Tang walked.  Fay struck out looking.  Stringer  
struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Friese reached on an error by 3b.  Powell reached on a fielder's choice to  third base; 
Friese out at second 3b to 2b.  Lantau singled to left field;  Powell advanced to second.  Peterson homered 
to center field, 3 RBI; Lantau  scored; Powell scored.  Zahrowski popped up to ss.  Knight singled to center  
field.  Knight stole second.  Schumacher lined out to lf.  3 runs, 3 hits, 1  error, 1 LOB. 
 
Whitworth College inning 5  Freed grounded out to p.  Ewing grounded out to ss.  Klingeman grounded out  
to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Vessey singled to shortstop.  Trodahl singled to center field; Vessey  advanced to 
second.  Friese reached on a fielder's choice to second base;  Trodahl advanced to second; Vessey advanced 
to third, interference.  Powell  singled to left field, 2 RBI; Friese advanced to second; Trodahl scored;  
Vessey scored.  Lantau popped up to 2b.  Powell advanced to second on a  passed ball; Friese advanced to 
third.  Peterson grounded out to p, RBI;  Powell advanced to third on a fielder's choice; Friese advanced to 
home on a  fielder's choice.  Zahrowski grounded out to ss.  3 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors,  1 LOB. 
 
Whitworth College inning 6  Buck singled to left field.  Caldwell out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Buck  
advanced to second.  Pearson lined out to 3b.  Tang lined out to cf.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 15, Whitworth 0 (Apr. 26, 2000 at Spokane) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Knight singled to shortstop.  Friese reached on an error by ss; Knight  advanced to 
second.  Powell doubled to left field, RBI; Friese advanced to  third; Knight scored.  Schumacher reached 
on a fielder's choice to  shortstop, RBI; Powell advanced to third on an error by ss; Friese scored.   
Schumacher stole second.  Brown singled to center field, 2 RBI; Schumacher  scored; Powell scored.  
Delgado reached on an error by 3b; Brown advanced to  second.  Zahrowski singled to left field; Delgado 
advanced to second; Brown  advanced to third.  Kamieniecki singled to second base, RBI; Zahrowski  
advanced to second; Delgado advanced to third; Brown scored, unearned.  Bahr  reached on a fielder's 
choice to pitcher; Kamieniecki advanced to second;  Zahrowski advanced to third; Delgado out at home p 
to c.  Knight flied out  to cf, SAC, RBI; Zahrowski scored, unearned.  Friese grounded out to c  unassisted, 
interference.  6 runs, 5 hits, 3 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Whitworth College inning 1  Caldwell singled to right center.  Buck reached on a fielder's choice to  
pitcher; Caldwell out at second p to ss.  Pearson walked; Buck advanced to  second.  Klingeman flied out to 
lf.  Stringer struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Powell singled to center field.  Powell advanced to second on a wild pitch.   
Schumacher reached on an error by 3b; Powell advanced to third.  Schumacher  stole second.  Brown lined 
out to cf, SAC, RBI; Powell scored.  Delgado  singled to right field, advanced to second on the throw, RBI; 
Schumacher  scored.  Zahrowski lined out to p.  Kamieniecki doubled to left center, RBI;  Delgado scored, 
unearned.  Bahr singled to left center; Kamieniecki advanced  to third, out at home lf to c.  3 runs, 4 hits, 1 
error, 1 LOB. 
 
Whitworth College inning 2  Tang grounded out to ss.  Freed out at first 3b to 2b.  Fay flied out to lf.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Caldwell to c.  Buck to 3b.  Pearson to lf.  Klingeman to ss.  Knight  singled to right 
center.  Friese out at first 1b to 2b, SAC; Knight advanced  to second.  Powell doubled to right center, RBI; 
Knight scored.  Schumacher  reached on an error by 1b; Powell scored, unearned.  Brown reached on a  
fielder's choice to shortstop; Schumacher out at second ss to 2b.  Delgado  grounded out to 2b.  2 runs, 2 
hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
Whitworth College inning 3  Trodahl to cf for Knight.  Peterson to 1b for Friese.  Vessey to 2b for  Powell.  
Ewing flied out to lf.  Caldwell singled to right field.  Buck  reached on a fielder's choice to third base; 
Caldwell advanced to second.   Pearson reached on a fielder's choice to pitcher; Buck advanced to second;  
Caldwell out at third p to 3b.  Klingeman walked; Pearson advanced to  second; Buck advanced to third.  
Stringer out at first 1b to 2b to 1b.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Zahrowski doubled to left center.  Kamieniecki popped up to p.  Bahr singled  to 
center field; Zahrowski advanced to third.  Trodahl singled to left  field, RBI; Bahr advanced to second; 
Zahrowski scored.  Friese to 1b for  Peterson.  Friese singled to shortstop; Trodahl advanced to second; 
Bahr  advanced to third.  Vessey walked, RBI; Friese advanced to second; Trodahl  advanced to third; Bahr 
scored.  Schumacher singled to shortstop, RBI;  Vessey advanced to second; Friese advanced to third; 
Trodahl scored.  Brown  reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop, RBI; Schumacher advanced to  second; 
Vessey out at third ss to 3b; Friese scored.  Delgado flied out to  lf.  4 runs, 5 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Whitworth College inning 4  Tang grounded out to p.  Freed grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Fay lined out  
to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Zahrowski singled to center field.  Kamieniecki reached on a fielder's  choice to 
third base; Zahrowski out at second 3b to 2b.  Bahr flied out to  lf.  Trodahl reached on a fielder's choice to 
second base; Kamieniecki out  at second 2b unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Whitworth College inning 5  Ewing out at first 3b to 2b.  Caldwell walked.  Buck lined out to lf.   Pearson 
popped up to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
Seattle 3, Central Washington 2 (Apr. 29, 2000 at Seattle) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to ss.  Friese out at first p to 2b.  Powell lined out  to ss.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 1 Gaeth singled to third base.  Gaeth out at first 1b unassisted, runner left  
early.  Sprute grounded out to 3b.  Junkin popped up to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit,  0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lantau flied out to cf.  Schumacher doubled to right field.  Johnston  singled to right 
field; Schumacher advanced to third.  Johnston stole  second.  Zahrowski flied out to rf, SAC, RBI; 
Johnston advanced to third;  Schumacher scored.  Knight grounded out to 2b.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1  
LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 2  Sullivan grounded out to 3b.  Bredice walked.  Weiskopf reached on a  
fielder's choice to shortstop; Bredice out at second ss to 2b.  Miller  grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 
errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Bahr flied out to lf.  Trodahl grounded out to 3b.  Friese singled to left  field.  Friese 
stole second.  Powell singled to left field; Friese advanced  to third, out at home lf to ss to c.  0 runs, 2 hits, 
0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 3  Walters singled to left field.  Tominaga pinch ran for Walters.  
McDonald  out at first 3b to 2b, SAC; Tominaga advanced to second.  Gaeth out at first  3b to 2b, SAC; 
Tominaga advanced to third.  Sprute doubled to right field,  RBI; Tominaga scored.  Junkin grounded out to 
3b.  1 run, 2 hits, 0 errors,  1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Walters to 1b for Tominaga.  Lantau popped up to 2b.  Schumacher grounded  out to 
3b.  Johnston reached on an error by 2b.  Johnston advanced to second  on an error by c.  Zahrowski singled 
to second base; Johnston advanced to  third.  Zahrowski out at first 1b unassisted, runner left early.  0 runs, 
1  hit, 2 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 4  Sullivan grounded out to 3b.  Bredice singled to left field.  Weiskopf  
reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Bredice out at second ss to 2b.   Weiskopf advanced to second on 
a wild pitch.  Miller popped up to ss.  0  runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Knight walked.  Bahr popped into double play 3b to 1b; Knight out on the  play.  
Trodahl grounded out to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 5  Walters grounded out to 3b.  McDonald grounded out to 2b.  Gaeth 
grounded  out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6    Friese singled to shortstop.  Powell popped up to 2b.  Lantau reached on an  error 
by 3b; Friese advanced to third.  Lantau stole second.  Schumacher  walked.  Johnston reached on a 
fielder's choice to shortstop; Schumacher  advanced to second; Lantau out at third ss to c to 1b to c; Friese 
out at  home ss to c.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 6  Sprute grounded out to ss.  Junkin grounded out to ss.  Sullivan lined 
out  to lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Zahrowski singled to center field.  Knight popped up to ss.  Bahr reached on  a 
fielder's choice to pitcher; Zahrowski out at second p to ss.  Trodahl  singled to center field; Bahr advanced 
to second.  Friese reached on a  fielder's choice to second base; Trodahl out at second 2b to ss.  0 runs, 2  
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 7  Bredice singled to left field.  Weiskopf reached on an error by 3b, 
SAC;  Bredice advanced to second.  Miller struck out swinging.  Walters struck out  swinging.  McDonald 
lined out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 8  Powell singled to left field.  Lantau singled to left field; Powell advanced  to second.  
Powell out at second c to ss, picked off.  Schumacher popped up  to 1b.  Johnston singled to right field; 
Lantau advanced to second.   Zahrowski singled to center field, RBI; Johnston advanced to second; Lantau  
scored.  Knight walked; Zahrowski advanced to second; Johnston advanced to  third.  Bahr grounded out to 
p.  1 run, 4 hits, 0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 8  Gaeth singled to third base.  Sprute grounded out to 3b, SAC; Gaeth 
advanced  to second.  Junkin walked.  Sullivan doubled to left field, RBI; Junkin  advanced to third; Gaeth 
scored.  Bredice singled to third base, RBI;  Sullivan advanced to third; Junkin scored.  2 runs, 3 hits, 0 
errors, 2 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 3, Seattle 0 (Apr. 29, 2000 at Seattle) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to 2b.  Friese grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Powell  lined out 
to lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 1  Gaeth grounded out to 3b.  Sprute walked.  Sprute advanced to second 
on a  wild pitch.  Junkin struck out swinging.  Sullivan flied out to rf.  0 runs,  0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Lantau flied out to cf.  Schumacher singled to center field.  Johnston  reached on a 
fielder's choice to shortstop; Schumacher out at second ss  unassisted.  Zahrowski lined out to cf.  0 runs, 1 
hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 2  Bredice singled to left field.  Menard struck out swinging.  Weiskopf  
walked; Bredice advanced to second.  Walters struck out looking.  Miller  struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 
hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Knight grounded out to p.  Bahr grounded out to 2b.  Trodahl grounded out to  1b 
unassisted.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 3  Gaeth grounded out to c.  Sprute walked.  Junkin grounded out to 3b, 
SAC;  Sprute advanced to second.  Sullivan singled to shortstop.  Bredice flied  out to cf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 
errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Friese singled to center field.  Powell singled to left field; Friese  advanced to 
second.  Lantau popped up to 3b.  Schumacher singled to center  field; Powell advanced to second; Friese 
advanced to third.  Johnston  reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop; Schumacher advanced to second;  
Powell advanced to third; Friese out at home ss to c.  Zahrowski flied out  to cf.  0 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 3 
LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 4  Menard struck out swinging.  Weiskopf popped up to 1b.  Walters 
popped up to  c.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Knight singled to first base.  Bahr singled to shortstop; Knight advanced to  second.  
Trodahl popped up to 3b.  Friese reached on a fielder's choice to  second base; Bahr out at second 2b to ss; 
Knight advanced to third.  Powell  grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 5  Miller popped up to ss.  Gaeth grounded out to 3b.  Sprute popped up 
to rf.   0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Lantau singled to left field.  Schumacher out at first 3b to 2b, SAC; Lantau  
advanced to second.  Johnston flied out to cf.  Zahrowski flied out to lf.   0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 6  Junkin struck out swinging.  Dropped foul ball, E2.  Sullivan singled to  
left field.  Bredice struck out looking.  Menard singled to left field;  Sullivan advanced to second.  
Weiskopf grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 2 hits,  1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Knight popped up to c.  Bahr singled to center field, advanced to second on  an error 
by cf.  Trodahl lined out to 2b.  Friese singled to center field;  Bahr advanced to third.  Powell popped up to 
2b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2  LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 7  Walters popped up to lf.  Miller grounded out to 3b.  Gaeth walked.  
Sprute  flied out to rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 8  Lantau popped up to c.  Schumacher singled to center field.  Johnston flied  out to rf.  
Zahrowski singled to right field; Schumacher advanced to second.  Zahrowski advanced to second on a 
wild pitch; Schumacher advanced to third.  Knight singled to left field, RBI; Zahrowski advanced to third; 
Schumacher  scored.  Goodwin to p for Johnson.  Knight stole second.  Bahr singled to  center field, 2 RBI; 
Knight scored; Zahrowski scored.  Trodahl lined out to  2b.  3 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY inning 8  Junkin grounded out to 3b.  Sullivan flied out to lf.  Bredice struck out  
swinging, reached first on an error by c.  Menard grounded out to ss.  0  runs, 0 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 6, St. Martin's 1 (Apr. 30, 2000 at Lacey) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl grounded out to 3b.  Friese reached on an error by ss.  Friese stole  second.  
Powell homered to left center, 2 RBI; Friese scored, unearned.   Johnston singled to center field.  Lantau 
doubled to right center; Johnston  advanced to third.  Zahrowski singled to left center, advanced to second 
on  the throw, 2 RBI; Lantau scored; Johnston scored.  Peterson struck out  swinging.  Knight lined out to 
3b.  4 runs, 4 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 1  Erickson popped up to cf.  Thomas grounded out to p.  Rhoades 
singled to  left center.  Roth singled to shortstop; Rhoades advanced to second.   Magnusson grounded out 
to 2b.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Bahr popped up to 2b.  Trodahl singled to center field.  Friese grounded out  to ss.  
Powell grounded out to 1b unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 2  Tucker singled to left field.  Volk popped up to c.  Koehler struck 
out  swinging.  Olinger grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Johnston reached on an error by p.  Lantau singled to right field; Johnston  advanced 
to second.  Zahrowski reached on a fielder's choice to catcher;  Lantau advanced to second; Johnston out at 
second c to ss.  Peterson popped up to ss.  Knight grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 3  Erickson grounded out to 1b unassisted.  Thomas out at first p to 
2b.   Rhoades singled to left center.  Roth reached on a fielder's choice to  shortstop; Rhoades advanced to 
second on an error by ss, advanced to third.   Magnusson grounded out to 1b unassisted.  0 runs, 1 hit, 1 
error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Bahr singled to left field.  Trodahl reached on a fielder's choice to third  base; Bahr 
out at second 3b to 2b.  Friese singled to pitcher; Trodahl  advanced to second.  Powell grounded out to p; 
Friese advanced to second on  a fielder's choice; Trodahl advanced to third on a fielder's choice.   Johnston 
singled to right field, advanced to second on the throw, 2 RBI;  Friese scored; Trodahl scored.  Lantau 
grounded out to 3b.  2 runs, 3 hits,  0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 4  Tucker homered to left center, RBI.  Volk grounded out to 3b.  
Koehler  grounded out to 3b.  Olinger grounded out to 2b.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Zahrowski popped up to rf.  Peterson struck out swinging.  Knight grounded  out to 
ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 5  Erickson grounded out to 2b.  Thomas grounded out to 2b.  
Rhoades grounded  out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Bahr grounded out to 3b.  Trodahl fouled out to 3b.  Friese grounded out to  3b.  0 
runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 6  Roth grounded out to p.  Magnusson flied out to lf.  Tucker singled 
to right  field.  Volk lined out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Powell doubled to right center.  Johnston lined out to lf.  Lantau grounded  out to 3b; 
Powell advanced to third on a fielder's choice.  Zahrowski  grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 
LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 7  Koehler popped up to c.  Olinger out at first 1b to 2b.  Erickson 
grounded  out to 1b unassisted.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 3, St. Martin's 2 (Apr. 30, 2000 at Lacey) 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Friese singled to second base.  Knight doubled to left center, RBI; Friese  scored.  
Knight stole third.  Powell struck out looking.  Schumacher  grounded out to 3b.  Zahrowski walked.  
Zahrowski advanced to second on a  wild pitch, advanced to third; Knight scored.  Brown grounded out to 
p.  2  runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 1  Erickson fouled out to 3b.  Thomas grounded out to 3b.  Rhoades 
popped up to  rf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Bahr reached on an error by p.  Kamieniecki reached on a fielder's choice to  first 
base; Bahr out at second 1b to ss.  Trodahl singled to third base;  Kamieniecki advanced to second.  Friese 
singled to left center, RBI; Trodahl  advanced to second; Kamieniecki scored.  Friese advanced to second 
on a  fielder's choice; Trodahl out at third c to 3b, caught stealing.  Knight  singled to right field; Friese 
advanced to third.  Friese out at third c to  3b, picked off.  1 run, 3 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 2  Roth flied out to cf.  Magnusson singled to right field.  Magnusson 
stole  second.  Volk struck out swinging.  Koehler flied out to lf.  0 runs, 1 hit,  0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Powell grounded out to 3b.  Schumacher grounded out to ss.  Zahrowski  grounded 
out to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 3  Thielen struck out swinging.  Sagon struck out looking.  Erickson 
singled to  left field.  Thomas struck out looking.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Brown singled to right center.  Bahr reached on a fielder's choice to  shortstop; 
Brown out at second ss to 2b.  Kamieniecki singled to center  field; Bahr advanced to second.  Trodahl 
singled to left field; Kamieniecki  advanced to second; Bahr advanced to third.  Friese reached on a fielder's  
choice to pitcher; Trodahl advanced to second; Kamieniecki advanced to  third; Bahr out at home p to c.  
Knight struck out looking.  0 runs, 3 hits,  0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 4  Rhoades grounded out to 3b.  Roth fouled out to 3b.  Magnusson 
grounded out  to 2b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Fox to p for Thielen.  Powell singled to center field.  Schumacher popped up  to lf.  
Vessey pinch hit for Zahrowski.  Vessey popped up to p.  Brown  grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 
1 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 5  Zahrowski to ss for Vessey.  Volk singled to center field.  Koehler 
homered  to left field, 2 RBI; Volk scored.  Fox singled to center field.  Bridges to  p for Vanwert.  Sagon 
struck out swinging.  Erickson singled to center  field; Fox advanced to second.  Thomas reached on a 
fielder's choice to  third base; Erickson advanced to second; Fox out at second 3b to ss.   Rhoades struck 
out swinging.  2 runs, 4 hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Bahr singled to shortstop.  Kamieniecki out at first 3b to 2b, SAC; Bahr  advanced 
to second.  Trodahl grounded out to 3b, SAC; Bahr advanced to  third.  Friese grounded out to ss.  0 runs, 1 
hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 6  Roth walked.  Anderson pinch ran for Roth.  Magnusson singled to 
second  base; Anderson advanced to second.  Volk struck out swinging.  Koehler  reached on a fielder's 
choice to third base; Magnusson advanced to second;  Anderson out at second 3b to ss.  Fox grounded out 
to 2b.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0  errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Roth to c for Anderson.  Knight grounded out to ss.  Powell singled to right  center.  
Schumacher reached on a fielder's choice to shortstop, advanced to  second on the throw; Powell advanced 
to second on an error by ss, advanced to third.  Zahrowski struck out looking.  Brown popped up to 3b.  0 
runs, 1  hit, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
SAINT MARTINS COLLEG inning 7  Tucker pinch hit for Sagon.  Tucker grounded out to p.  Erickson 
popped up  to 2b.  Thomas grounded out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 6, Simon Fraser 5 (May 4, 2000 at Ellensburg) 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 1  Lichty grounded out to 3b.  Berry singled to center field.  Brooks 
popped up  to p.  Iggulden reached on an error by ss; Berry advanced to second.  Taylor  doubled to left 
center, 2 RBI; Iggulden scored, unearned; Berry scored,  unearned.  Jamieson struck out swinging.  2 runs, 
2 hits, 1 error, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl walked.  Friese lined out to 1b.  Powell popped up to rf.  Lantau  homered 
to left center, 2 RBI; Trodahl scored.  Johnston singled to third  base, advanced to second on an error by 3b.  
Schumacher walked.  Knight  struck out swinging.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 2  Rossiter singled to center field.  Cumpstone out at first 3b to 2b, 
SAC;  Rossiter advanced to second.  Peebles out at first c to 2b, SAC; Rossiter  advanced to third.  Lichty 
struck out swinging.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Zahrowski struck out looking.  Bahr fouled out to 2b.  Trodahl singled to  right field.  
Friese doubled to left center, RBI; Trodahl scored.  Powell  walked.  Lantau grounded out to 3b.  1 run, 2 
hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 3  Berry popped up to ss.  Brooks grounded out to ss.  Iggulden flied 
out to  lf.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Johnston grounded out to 2b.  Schumacher struck out swinging.  Knight  grounded 
out to p.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 4  Taylor singled to left field.  Jamieson singled to left field; Taylor  
advanced to second.  Rossiter popped up to lf.  Cumpstone reached on a  fielder's choice to shortstop; 
Jamieson advanced to second; Taylor out at  third ss to 3b.  Peebles grounded out to p.  0 runs, 2 hits, 0 
errors, 2  LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Zahrowski popped up to ss.  Bahr singled to left field.  Trodahl popped up  to 1b.  
Friese popped up to p.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 5  Lichty grounded out to ss.  Berry singled to center field.  Brooks 
singled  to shortstop; Berry advanced to second.  Iggulden grounded out to p.  Taylor  walked; Brooks 
advanced to second; Berry advanced to third.  Taylor advanced  to second on a wild pitch; Brooks 
advanced to third; Berry scored.  Jamieson  walked.  Rossiter singled to left field, RBI; Jamieson advanced 
to second;  Taylor advanced to third, out at home lf to c; Brooks scored.  2 runs, 3  hits, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Powell grounded out to 2b.  Lantau reached on an error by ss.  Friese to 1b.  
Peterson to dh for Johnston.  Peterson grounded out to 3b; Lantau advanced  to second on a fielder's choice.  
Schumacher singled to right field,  advanced to second on the throw, RBI; Lantau scored, unearned.  
Knight  singled to center field, advanced to second on the throw, RBI; Schumacher 
scored, unearned.  Zahrowski grounded out to 2b.  2 runs, 2 hits, 1 error, 1  LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 6  Cumpstone singled to third base.  Peebles reached on a fielder's 
choice to  third base, SAC; Cumpstone advanced to second.  Lichty grounded out to 3b,  SAC; Peebles 
advanced to second; Cumpstone advanced to third.  Berry reached  on a fielder's choice to third base.  
Brooks grounded out to 2b, RBI; Berry  advanced to second on a fielder's choice; Peebles advanced to third 
on a  fielder's choice; Cumpstone scored.  Iggulden popped up to cf.  1 run, 1  hit, 0 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Bahr popped up to 2b.  Trodahl lined out to lf.  Friese popped up to ss.  0  runs, 0 
hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 7  Taylor grounded out to ss.  Jamieson popped up to 2b.  Rossiter 
popped up to  3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 7  Powell grounded out to 2b.  Lantau flied out to cf.  Peterson singled to  center field.  
Lloyd pinch ran for Peterson.  Schumacher grounded out to ss.   0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 8  Cumpstone grounded out to ss.  Peebles flied out to lf.  Lichty 
grounded out  to ss.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 8  Knight singled to right field.  Zahrowski out at first c to 2b, SAC; Knight  advanced 
to second.  Bahr walked.  Trodahl singled to center field; Bahr  advanced to second; Knight advanced to 
third.  Friese reached on a fielder's  choice to pitcher; Trodahl advanced to second; Bahr advanced to third;  
Knight out at home p to c.  Powell singled to shortstop, RBI; Friese  advanced to second; Trodahl advanced 
to third; Bahr scored.  1 run, 3 hits,  0 errors, 3 LOB. 
 
Central Washington 7, Simon Fraser 1 (May 4, 2000 at Ellensburg) 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 1  Berry fouled out to lf.  Lichty walked.  Brooks struck out looking.   
Iggulden struck out swinging.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 1  Trodahl struck out looking.  Friese walked.  Powell flied out to cf.  Lantau  walked; 
Friese advanced to second.  Schumacher reached on an error by ss;  Lantau advanced to second; Friese 
advanced to third.  Knight singled to  right field, advanced to second on the throw, 2 RBI; Schumacher 
advanced to  third; Lantau scored, unearned; Friese scored, unearned.  Zahrowski struck  out looking.  2 
runs, 1 hit, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 2  Taylor reached on an error by ss.  Jamieson grounded out to p, SAC; 
Taylor  advanced to second.  Rossiter struck out swinging.  Cumpstone singled to  third base; Taylor 
advanced to third.  Peebles grounded out to p.  0 runs, 1  hit, 1 error, 2 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 2  Kamieniecki grounded out to ss.  Bahr struck out swinging.  Trodahl singled  to left 
field.  Trodahl stole second.  Trodahl advanced to third on a wild  pitch.  Friese reached on a fielder's 
choice to third base; Trodahl out at  home 3b to c.  0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 3  Berry fouled out to 1b.  Lichty struck out swinging.  Brooks struck 
out  looking.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 3  Powell singled to center field, advanced to second on an error by cf,  advanced to 
third.  Lantau singled to right center, advanced to second on  the throw, RBI; Powell scored.  Schumacher 
singled to right field; Lantau  advanced to third.  Schumacher stole second.  Knight reached on a fielder's  
choice to third base; Schumacher advanced to third; Lantau out at home 3b to  c.  Knight stole second.  
Zahrowski tripled to right center, 2 RBI; Knight  scored; Schumacher scored.  Kamieniecki reached on a 
fielder's choice to  pitcher; Zahrowski out at home p to 3b to c.  Bahr reached on an error by  ss; 
Kamieniecki advanced to second.  Trodahl grounded out to 3b.  3 runs, 4  hits, 2 errors, 2 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 4  Iggulden lined out to ss.  Taylor lined out to 2b.  Jamieson homered 
to left  center, RBI.  Rossiter struck out swinging.  1 run, 1 hit, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 4  Friese singled to first base.  Friese stole second.  Powell lined out to cf.  Lantau 
doubled to center field, RBI; Friese scored.  Schumacher popped up  to 2b.  Knight singled to center field, 
RBI; Lantau scored.  Zahrowski  grounded out to 2b.  2 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 5  Cumpstone struck out looking.  Peebles singled to shortstop.  Berry 
reached  on a fielder's choice to left field; Peebles out at second lf to 2b.  Lichty  flied out to rf.  0 runs, 1 
hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 5  Bridges pinch hit for Kamieniecki.  Iggulden to p.  Jamieson to cf.   Cumpstone to 
1b.  Cartier out-of-game.  Bridges struck out swinging.  Bahr struck out  swinging.  Brown pinch hit for 
Trodahl.  Brown struck out swinging.  0 runs,  0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 6  Trodahl to lf for Brown.  Kamieniecki to c for Bridges.  Brooks 
doubled to  center field.  Iggulden popped up to ss.  Taylor lined out to cf.  Jamieson  grounded out to ss.  0 
runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 1 LOB. 
 
WILDCATS inning 6  Johnston to 1b for Friese.  Johnston grounded out to ss.  Powell grounded  out to ss.  
Delgado to dh for Lantau.  Delgado struck out looking.  0 runs,  0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB. 
 
SIMON FRASER UNIVER. inning 7  Rossiter popped up to p.  Cumpstone flied out to cf.  Peebles hit by 
pitch.   Berry grounded out to 3b.  0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.  	  
